
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
238 Main Street, Cold Spring, New York 10516

April 23, 2018 
7:30 P. M.

Regular Monthly Meeting

Pledge of Allegiance

Approval of Minutes:
• March 12, 2018

Public Hearing:

WHUD Tower Replacement TM#83.18-l-23 Appeal #911
22 Sky Lane
(The applicant seeks Amended special permit approval to replace an existing
telecommunications tower to be able to support colocation) (This hearing is being continued over 
from the March 12th meeting,)

Neave Group/Todd Berland TM# 89.7-1-11 Appeal #913
22 Hudson River Lane, Garrison
(The applicant seeks to obtain 2 area variances for side yard setbacks for the proposed 
installation of a pool and deck) (The applicant has received a Wetlands Permit from the 
Conservation Board)

Denise Grillo & Denny Clark TM# 38.-3-57 Appeal #914
28 Lane Gate Road, Cold Spring
(The applicant is seeking a variance for sideyard setback for new residential garage and kitchen 
addition, including deck, on the southwest side of the home and a variance for exceeding 
maximum impervious surface coverage.)

New Business:

Dan & Rebecca Ward TM# 27.8-1-47 Appeal #915
69 Hy Vue Terrace, Cold Spring
(The applicants are seeking approval to build a new, 1-story, 2,492 sf, detached garage which 
requires a variance under town code 175-10, which limits the size of a garage associated with 
single-family residences to lOOOsf. They also seek a variance under town code 175-74, which 
limits the size of an accessory structure to the size of the principal building.)

Dana & Kevin Reymond TM# 89.7-1-7 & 8 Appeal #
28 & 30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison
(The applicants are seeking approval for a new, single family residence and 2 garages, which 
require various variances for both the principal structure as well as the accessory structures, and



a special permit for the enlargement of non-conforming structure. The variances sought include: 
a variance to permit the con-conforming structures to be moved, 2 variances for sideyard 
setbacks for the principal structure, 1 variance for sideyard setback for accessory structure, 2 
frontyard setbacks for accessory structure, and a sideyard setback for the deck.)

Discussion:

Comprehensive Plan Update Committee - Teri Waivada & Nat Prentice will be present to 
review the mission of the CPUC, briefly discuss the existing plan, and encourage the Board’s 
review of the existing plan and seek ideas on how it could be improved.



ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
March 12, 2018 

MINUTES

The Zoning Board of Appeals for the Town of Philipstown held their regular monthly meeting on 
Monday, March 12, 2018, at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238 Main Street, Cold Spring, New 
York.

PRESENT: Robert Dee
Vincent Cestone 
Paula Clair 
Granite Frisenda 
Leonard Lim 
Adam Rodd

Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Attorney (Drake Loeb PLLC)

**PLEASE NOTE that these minutes were abstracted in summary from being present at 
the meeting and the television video. If anyone should seek further clarification, please 
review the video.

Chairman Robert Dee opened the meeting at 7:30 P. M. with the Pledge of Allegiance.

Minutes

Chairman Robert Dee: This is the approval of minutes from February 12th’s meeting. Anybody 
have any changes or corrections? Make a motion - 

Vincent Cestone: I make a motion to accept.

Leonard Lim: I second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye.
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WHUD Tower Replacement - 22 Sky Lane

Chairman Robert Dee: All right. First is a public hearing on 22 Sky Lane. Mr. Gaudioso, good 
evening.

Robert Gaudioso: Good evening Mr. Chairman and the board. Robert Gaudioso on behalf of 
Pamal Broadcasting.

Chairman Robert Dee: Go ahead.

Robert Gaudioso: Thank you. This is a public hearing in connection with the special permit to 
amend the existing plan and a potential variance for the setback, to the extent it's necessary, for 
the replacement of the existing approximately 400-foot WHUD radio tower that was approved 
back in 1957,1 believe, and constructed shortly thereafter. The purpose of the proposal is to 
replace the tower that’s 60 some-odd years old. As you may recall, I guess it was a couple years 
back, Verizon had come before the board and received approval to co-locate antennas on that 
tower and they were unable to install them because of, the structural requirements had changed 
over the years, so the board actually approved a temporary cell on wheels facility on the 
property. The county of Putnam has also, I believe, issued three support letters because they are 
interested in putting their emergency communications on the tower and again, the tower just 
simply can't support anything new. So, really the two purposes is to allow for that colocation, 
avoid the proliferation of new towers in the area, also, to just have a more secure facility for the 
radio station, given the age of the tower. The tower will essentially be a like-kind replacement. 
It'll be located a few feet off to the side because the purpose of the replacement tower is, to put 
up the new tower first, coordinate all the guide wires and anchors, and then take down the old 
tower as soon as the new tower is operational, so that way there's no loss in service, particularly 
for HUD and other co-locaters that where previously approved, such as Sprint. So, we've 
submitted a number of documents. We submitted plans, and we've revised those plans, a long 
EAF, photographs of the existing conditions, a no violation letter and also a removal and 
colocation agreement required by the code, meaning that the property owner, the tower owner, 
have agreed to allow colocation on the tower and to remove the facility in case it ever becomes 
obsolete. We also did receive the county 239 recommendation of approval. We sent out the 
various public notices and we also posted the sign in various places around the property. So, with 
that I also have with me this evening Mr. Dave Groth. He's the director of engineering, he’s an 
outside consultant, but he's the director of engineering for Pamal Broadcasting and he's here with 
us this evening in case you have any specific questions regarding the operation or the 
installation.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Does anybody have any questions on the environmental?

Paula Clair: I do.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright.

Paula Clair: First of all, this isn’t - my first question isn't specifically on the environmental but 
it's in regard to the microwaves coming off of the radio station, or whatever, the radio waves I
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guess. I want to know if there's any difference between the strength of the radio waves that are 
coming off the new tower as opposed to the old tower.

Robert Gaudioso: No, it'll be exactly the same.

Paula Clair: Okay. Then I do have some questions about the environmental, just two. Okay, on 
page six you talked about emissions that are coming off, during operations, it's F on that page. I 
guess the question starts on the previous page but this is F, section F. So, I want to know what 
kind of emissions will be emitted during operations?

Robert Gaudioso: So, this section was specifically referring to combustion from the trucks that 
are going to deliver the tower, that's all that referred to. The only other emissions at the site 
would be, they have an emergency standby generator, but other than that it-

Paula Clair: Okay, it does say, the third part of that section does talk about during operations, so 
I wasn't so much concerned about during construction because that's a time limited-

Robert Gaudioso: Yeah so, it's, the only thing that's there that's not changing, its existing, is the 
existing backup emergency generators. Is that right Dave?

Paula Clair: Okay. Then, oh yeah, I just wanted to know, on page 13 it asks if you're contiguous 
to a building archaeological site or district which has been nominated by the New York State 
Board of Historic Preservation for inclusion etc., and you indicated yeah.

Robert Gaudioso: So what that is is, with the new EAF what the, in this case the professional 
planner does, and anybody that fills out an EAF, unlike the old days, now what you do is, you go 
on the DEC mapper program and what the DEC mapper program will do is, it will say if you're 
in an area of archaeological significance where there could be, let’s say an archaeological 
resource. So, that automatically propagates the answer yes, but there will be no impact because 
where the tower is going, that entire area is an area of prior disturbance. So, under the 
archaeological rules, there was no need to do any further investigation.

Paula Clair: Okay so-

Robert Gaudioso: But it was not a historic, that specifically referred to archaeological.

Paula Clair: I was wondering what you're next to, do you know?

Robert Gaudioso: No, it was, it's that it automatically, it automatically populates the 
archaeological resource sensitive area.

Paula Clair: Okay. And I do have some questions about the agreement. Should I ask them now?

Chairman Robert Dee: Go ahead.
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Paula Clair: Okay. It’s in the agreement on the first page, the second whereas, it talks about, it 
says applicants shall design new communication towers, plural, to accommodate future demand 
and reception and transmitting facilities. Are you talking about-

Robert Gaudioso: If I can explain?

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Robert Gaudioso: I literally copied the language from the code and the code used the word 
towers, but you're correct. There's only one tower being proposed.

Paula Clair: Okay, all right. Okay, and it also talks about, this whole section talks about 
wireless communication rather than radio towers.

Robert Gaudioso: Yeah so, again, what we've said from day one is, we think it's really an 
amendment to the site plan for the original public utility use that was approved by special permit 
in 1957. Mr. Gainer, and we didn't necessarily disagree with him, we were trying to be 
accommodating, I think the interpretation was that because the sprint communication facility was 
put on the tower, that somehow we should comply with the communication tower sections, but I 
think if you recall last month, Mr. Rodd had opined as well that it's really not applicable, those 
additional requirements, but in this particular case, the applicant, rather than, and Mr. Gainer had 
requested this agreement in his prior comments, the applicant felt that this was still appropriate to 
submit, even though we don't necessarily think it's a communications tower but, they're willing 
to make it available for colocation.

Paula Clair: But it will be a communications tower. I mean there are companies located on the 
tower now, right?

Robert Gaudioso: Exactly, that was exactly the point. So, it's a little bit of a hybrid in that it's, 
we're replacing an existing public utility tower but the board had approved communications 
facilities on it so, and even the variance, that's why we had asked for it. In the alternative is that, 
you know, we think we meet the requirements, and we think it's somewhat of a moot point, and 
that's why we were willing to give this agreement. It wasn't worth something objecting to 
because they were, they're happy to allow the colocation and be responsible for the removal. 

Paula Clair: Okay, I'm sorry, and who required you to do this?

Robert Gaudioso: It was in one of the prior comments for Mr. Gainer, the town engineer, that 
we should submit this agreement and what I did, basically, as I mentioned, I literally copied 
these code sections and turned it into an agreement consistent with those code sections.

Paula Clair: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: You’re not gonna get away with much here. Caught you, see?

Robert Gaudioso: Yeah, I, you caught me for copying the code. That's right.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Anymore questions? Okay. I got a couple of questions. On your site 
plan you show an existing house.

Robert Gaudioso: Correct.

Chairman Robert Dee: The house is not existing.

Robert Gaudioso: The house has burned down since then and what, I spoke to the client today. 
What the plan to do with the house is, they're going to raise the house, they're going to fill it in, 
they're going to level it and seed it and grow grass. We're gonna remove, they're gonna remove 
the house.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay because I received a phone call from Catherine Kopf from 19 Sky 
Lane. Is she here? Okay, all right.

Catherine Kopf: Hi Mr. Dee, how are you?

Chairman Robert Dee: Hi. Do you want to speak to it? I’m gonna let her speak to it. Yes, 
please.

Catherine Kopf: I have a few other questions; do you want me to go into them?

Chairman Robert Dee: Sure, yeah, come on up. I guess the thing is that, I know you’re gonna 
say gonna (inaudible) but I know we, maybe the board has to think about putting it on as 
condition, that it be clean before construction starts.

Robert Gaudioso: Yeah, I mean, I think it's somewhat unrelated but the applicant, I've spoken 
to the client that they are, they’re going to remove the house. Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Come over to the, you have to come to the microphone. It’s more 
formal here. You’re on television. You got to give your name.

Catherine Kopf: Okay. Cathy Kopf, 19 Sky Lane. I'm directly across from the tower. We 
purchased our house in June of this year with full knowledge that the tower was going to be 
replaced in the very near future. When the signs went up for the public hearing I contacted Mr. 
Dee, just to express some of the concerns I had about the site, and he suggested that I come 
tonight. So, thank you again for entertaining me for these very few minutes, I won't take much of 
your time. So, again, when we moved in, the caretaker residence was there. There was a 
gentleman, Mark, who has still been taking care of the road.

(INAUDIBLE)

Catherine Kopf: Yes, yeah. You know, he welcomed us to the neighborhood; we had sense of 
security up there, everything was great, and then the fire happened in September of 2017. It was 
a raging blaze; the house was completely obliterated. And so, from that point on, there's been no
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HUD presence on the site, or Pamal, I'm sorry. We were contacted immediately after the fire by 
Dave, the engineer here, and another gentleman named Dennis, who represented themselves as 
employees of Pamal or consultants with Pamal and we explained that several of the emergency 
vehicles damaged our driveway. Both of them came and assured us that Pamal would take care 
of it. We had, they sent contractors over to look at the damage and we agreed on an amount; a 
check never appeared from Pamal. A couple of months went by, I contacted the secretary to the 
CFO, Mr. Morrell’s secretary. She said the two gentlemen had no right to speak for Pamal and 
that I should follow up with a letter to the fire district because it was their responsibility. I sent a 
letter to the fire district; 1 sent a letter, a copy of the letter, to Pamal and I've heard from neither 
of them since then. This relationship has given me some concerns about how we're going to go 
forward as neighbors, so that’s what prompted me to appear today. So, again, the idea that the 
damaged house is going to be demolished and seeded is terrific. I applaud Pamal for doing that 
because again it's, I was starting to get worried that it was going to become a hangout for teens 
and-

Chairman Robert Dee: No, it is a safety hazard.

Catherine Kopf: It is.

Chairman Robert Dee: I agree with you 100%.

Catherine Kopf: Okay, thank you. Secondly, I'm just concerned about security now at the site. 
Cars and trucks come and go up there all the time now, nothing has a logo on it, there are no 
people walking around with ID badges. It's very, we're at the end of a private road. There are lots 
of houses down below us with small children and there's just, it's not secure, in my point of view, 
and whether this is referred to as a commercial utility facility or communication tower, it's still a 
commercial development in a residential neighborhood. And so, I'm just concerned about 
security at the site since there's nobody from the company, there's no presence in the area. 

Chairman Robert Dee: I think you had the luxury of having a cop living up there in a house. 

Catherine Kopf: We did in the past.

Chairman Robert Dee: He was plowing and he was doing security. I don't know what their 
plans are. I don't know whether they plan to put another house there or what but we can't make 
them put security there, you know. I mean as far as, they fence it in and everything else like that, 
that we can do, you know, make sure that the area is fenced in and secure. But as far as the 
manned security, the board has no authority to do that. Hopefully they'll rebuild the house and 
the gentleman will move back in because I know who he was, 1 spoke to him, and he was 
anxious to move back in.

Catherine Kopf: I think he's got a closing date on a new house. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh, he does, okay.

Catherine Kopf: (Inaudible) gonna be close by so that's one area.
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Catherine Kopf: The other is, the logistics for the replacement and removal of the tower are of 
concern. What size vehicles are gonna be going up and down there? Is the road gonna be closed 
at any point? If s a very narrow, very steep access road, so if our ability to access our home is 
going to be impacted, it would be really nice to know that in advance. And I think the details 
should be made available to the other residents on that road. And the condition of the road, I 
think, should be evaluated before and after the construction and removal of the tower.

Chairman Robert Dee: It’s a private road, right?

Catherine Kopf: It's a private road but I believe the maintenance of the road, this is where, 
again, I'm taking what I've heard to be true because I don't know the facts, I've been told that the 
maintenance of that road is the responsibility of Pamal. If it is then I think that that needs to be 
clarified. The conditions of road should be-

Chairman Robert Dee: I’m not sure about that. I’m gonna find that out. I’m gonna find that out 
because I did receive a phone call from another, someone else down, yeah, that they maintain the 
private road. So, we'll find that out tonight.

Catherine Kopf: It’d be great to know that for a fact, and again, if it is the case that maintenance 
is a part of site plan approval, that maintenance be defined, and again, be added to the, as a map 
note so that going forward, when we're not around, somebody knows who's responsible for that 
road. So, again, just, thank you for listening to me. We adore our home, we love our little spot up 
there, our neighbors are great. It's a great spot and I look forward to the replacement of the tower, 
primarily because of the, having improved emergency notifications at the top, you know, for all 
of Philipstown. I know it's an issue in the area, so again-

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm sure they can do that.

Catherine Kopf: Great, thank you very much for your time.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you. Is Mrs., let's see, where was I here, Terri Akbas, is she 
here? No? Okay. Is there anybody here from Ridge Road that would want to speak to it? Either 
gentleman. Come on up, first identify yourself. I know I got an email about the concern about, 
it's a private road.

John Spina: Hi, my name is John Spina. I live on Ridge Road, 60 Ridge Road, and there's 
approximately 12 houses on Ridge Road and as everybody knows it is a private road.

Chairman Robert Dee: That I can't give you but I can get you the clear spot, yes.

Chairman Robert Dee: Who maintains it?

John Spina: We do. All of the houses, we pool our money together and physically, we go out 
and fill potholes and deal with cracks and breaking.
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John Spina: Plowing was originally done by Pamal, Mark used to do it and he still does now, 
not nearly as often, but you know, this is the first winter.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right.

John Spina: I just want to give you some pictures of the condition of the road. Several years 
back we had, the road was repaved.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

John Spina: It was repaved by (inaudible). The road is really nothing more than a glorified 
driveway; there's about an inch and a half of blacktop and it takes all of us to just keep up on it 
and we're falling behind on it now. Our major concern is, the construction vehicles going up to 
build this tower, pour foundations, erected cranes, so on, I don't think anybody here would have 
any of these construction vehicles in their driveway. This is our driveway and we do maintain it 
ourselves and the effect of the machines on the road is not going to rear its head right after 
construction. It's going to crack it, it's gonna spider crack it. There's a lot of spider cracking, as 
you could see in those photos, water gets in there, breaks it apart and we're gonna have a dirt 
road. We're concerned.

Chairman Robert Dee: What about the plowing and all that?

Chairman Robert Dee: You’re worried about, so your concern, basically, is that they don't do 
any damage to your road. Is that what you’re-

John Spina: It's made for residential cars. We're concerned about the damage that are gonna be 
done by the construction vehicles and inevitably it's gonna happen. I mean there's no, there's no 
question about it. Do we have to pick up that bill? Do we have to fix the road after it gets 
damaged?

Chairman Robert Dee: Let me ask Mr. Gaudioso, would you like to address that? Is there a 
bond posted on that? With the town? On this tower.

Robert Gaudioso: I don't know what the building department requires as far as a construction 
bond for this but obviously if, so a couple things. When 19 Sky Lane was built, there was a lot of 
(inaudible), a lot of gravel brought in, and heavy trucks for the construction of that, and 
apparently there were no issues, from my understanding. But if Pamal does do any damage to the 
road, they would take responsibility for that damage. I've spoken to my client about that.

Chairman Robert Dee: I guess the point is, how do we, I mean cause, you know, I don’t trust 
him, the one lady hasn’t got a check yet. So, I guess how do we do that? Is there, Mr. Rodd? You 
put a bond?

Adam Rodd: Well, I'll have to consult with the building department on that, what they require, 
and also, we would want the input of Mr, Gainer on that and he's not here tonight so, but we'll 
need that input.
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Robert Gaudioso: Yeah, I think that if there was a condition of approval that, you know, that 
was satisfactory, that could be, you know, taken care of at the building department level, I think 
that would be, you know, probably the most appropriate way to handle it.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, thank you.

Robert Gaudioso: Also, going back to the security, if I could just answer. So, once it's rebuilt 
there will be cameras put in around the base of the facility.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright, and those cameras will be-

Robert Gaudioso: Security cameras.

Chairman Robert Dee: Are they watched by anybody or are they just videotaped?

David Groth: They’ll be watched. There’s a-

Robert Gaudioso: This is Dave Groth.

Dave Groth: Okay, here we go. The cameras will be watched by the staff at the radio station; 
they're staffed 24 hours a day in Fishkill, New York at their studio location. So, it will be IP 
cameras.

Chairman Robert Dee: All right. I'm sure we could meet and come to an agreement.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. Does that make you feel any better?

Catherine Kopf: A little bit.

David Groth: And I think probably we-

Chairman Robert Dee: And how about her check?

David Groth: Well I don't sign the checks, but I think we'll have to speak to Mr. Morrell about 
that one.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay thank you.

David Groth: And also, the car that showed up twice Monday and Tuesday nights last week was 
mine.

Chairman Robert Dee: Was yours.

David Groth: Installing parts in the transmitter.
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Adam Rodd: Before you sit down Sir, just so the records clear, just state your name, your 
company.

David Groth: Sure. David Groth, Radio Engineering Services. We’re in, based in Rhinebeck, 
New York and we supply all the technical services for Pamal Broadcasting.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, thank you.

David Groth: You're welcome.

Chairman Robert Dee: She's used to having security all the time.

Chairman Robert Dee: So, right now pretty much what we're looking at, the conditions of the 
resolution would be that that house is cleaned up and, you know, like you said, you know, item 4 
or fill, whatever, and the, have to figure out something about the road. Have to go to Ron Gainer, 
talk to Ron Gainer and see, and the town building inspector, and see what we can come up to an 
agreement for that, so that would be covered. And that'll be an agreement too. Yes? Come on up. 
You have to come up to the microphone.

John Spina: Is there another meeting that would take place where we discuss repairs to the road 
or future repairs to the road or maintenance on the road?

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah well, we’re gonna have to carry this over because Mr. Gainer is 
not here tonight.

Robert Gaudioso: You know he did require a note on the plans, Mr. Gainer.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, so we, it'll be continued over to next month.

Robert Gaudioso: I don’t know if it's helpful enough or not but-

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm not gonna close it tonight,

Robert Gaudioso: Like I said, he did, I think he did somewhat contemplate this. I just wanted to 
point out the note that's already on the plans. It's on sheet C2, prior to the initiation of any 
construction the applicant or his representative will meet with the town building inspector, the 
town engineer, the site contractor, and any additional outside agencies that may have jurisdiction, 
for a pre-construction conference to review all facets of construction, required erosion protection 
measures and required inspections. So, he did have us put it on the plans that, I think, 
contemplate this type of issue as well.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, maybe you can meet before the, alright. So, I'm gonna have to 
carry it over to next month. So maybe we can, you can meet beforehand and, by next month, and 
get all that arranged, or we'll figure out, or you could speak with Mr. Rodd or something like, to 
come to some kind of a legal agreement on, you know, the conditions for it. I don't see that
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they're out of realm and you don't see that either, I mean, they're not out of sight, these 
conditions.

Robert Gaudioso: I’m sorry I-

Chairman Robert Dee: I mean you don't see these conditions as a problem.

Robert Gaudioso: No, I mean, I think my client has authorized me to represent tonight that 
they would be willing to repair any damage caused to the road by this construction. They don't 
believe there will be damage, because of the prior use of the road for the heavy construction 
vehicles building the 19 Sky Lane, but they've authorized me to make that representation tonight, 
and I think it would just really be a matter of Mr. Rodd consulting with the town engineer and 
building inspector in formulating a condition that would satisfy the board.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, good, thank you. Anybody else want to speak on this? Yes, that 
gentleman there, I'm sorry. Come up to the mic please.

Howard Olsen: My name is Howard Olsen. I live on 72 Ridge Road, one, two houses down 
from Mr. John Spina, and I echo his concerns. The, any damage to the road should be taken care 
of. Actually, the road should be improved before the damage is, begins to happen.

Chairman Robert Dee: I understand what you’re saying but I'm not gonna force them to pave 
the road, fix the road. I mean, if they cause any damage they'll repair it but I don't expect them to 
repair the road now, no.

Howard Olsen: Well, there's a question, then, of how long would it take after the road is built, 
after the road is damaged, how long will it take to fix it?

Chairman Robert Dee: That’ll be a question that we'll put in too, when we have the meeting, we 
speak about this. It's called condition. What it means is, it’s a condition of resolution; means in 
order for them to get the approval, there’s certain things that’ll have to be done and that’ll be one 
of the things, a time limit could be put in there.

Howard Olsen: Okay, thank you.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay? Thank you. Anybody else would like to speak on this? That's it? 
Okay. The board have any questions? I'm gonna have to carry it over, okay, because I don't have, 
Ron's not here, we have to get these things straightened out and all like that.

Robert Gaudioso: Would it be possible, just to have a head start on it given our, really, desire to 
get the county emergency services up there, to at least have Mr. Rodd start on a resolution so that 
way next month, maybe we're in a position to at least have a resolution so after the board does 
take final action, hopefully we can go directly for the building permit.

CROSSTALK - INAUDIBLE
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Adam Rodd: Well, we're gonna keep the public hearing open at this juncture so, depending on 
what transpires between now and the public hearing, and of course what happens at the public 
hearing would have to take it up at that time, but to commit now to a resolution just seems a little 
premature at this point. One quick question, just to clarify, in terms of the setbacks to the various 
lot lines, is it correct that you are at least 185 feet from all of the lot lines? I just want to get 
clarification in terms of the-

Robert Gaudioso: We’re 183 feet from the one side property line. And that was-

Adam Rodd: That would be the closest-

Robert Gaudioso: That would be the closest. Everything else we’re well over the 200 feet. 

Adam Rodd: And is that subject to a variance?

Robert Gaudioso: So, what we did is, we noticed it for a variance, to the extent we need the 
variance, because it's a like-kind replacement of the tower. We're not increasing the height and 
the setbacks based on the height, but to the extent we need it, we've asked for it.

Adam Rodd: Okay.

Robert Gaudioso: We've noticed it and we've noticed the hearing; we noticed the sign that way 
as well.

Adam Rodd: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, now, next month’s meeting is scheduled for the, April 12th but- 

Tara Percacciolo: No April 16th.

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm gonna be out of town so we'll reschedule it to the 16th unless 
somebody could volunteer. Anybody like to volunteer to chair the meeting on the 12th? Tough to 
get volunteers, it’s like being in the army.

Tara Percacciolo: The meeting, if you (inaudible)

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm sorry?

Tara Percacciolo: April 9th, is the Monday.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh, that’s when I’m gonna be away. So, when’s the next meeting?

Tara Percacciolo: The next meeting is scheduled for April 9th.

Chairman Robert Dee: April 9lh. Give me the book. Okay, let me see. I’m trying to think, when 
I’m gonna be away. Whose birthday is this? Somebody’s birthday? Oh.
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Tara Percacciolo: Those are all the Monday’s.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh. Okay. So, the 16th. So, we'll move it to the 16th.

Tara Percacciolo: We can’t move it to the 16th because there’s court.

Chairman Robert Dee: We can’t move it to the 16th because of the court. How about the 23rd? 

Tara Percacciolo: We can move it to the 23rd if no one’s willing to- 

Chairman Robert Dee: All right, April 23rd? Okay with that Mr. Rodd?

Adam Rodd: Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: All right? Okay. I'm sorry.

Robert Gudioso: And that’s at 7:30?

Chairman Robert Dee: Yes. 7:30, here. And hopefully you can get all that stuff straightened 
out before you-

Robert Gaudioso: Is there a process you want me to follow to try and expedite that?

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, I would say email Ron Gainer, and I'll call him tomorrow and tell 
him what we're looking for, okay, and Mr. Rodd knows it and he'll speak to Mr. Gainer too.
We'll try to get that going.

Robert Gaudioso: Okay great. Thank you very much for your time this evening.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you Sir. You’re welcome. You guys could leave if you want 
because it’s gonna be-

Essex Green, Inc. - Douglas Lane

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright, next one up is a public, no it's not a public hearing, I'm sorry, 
we closed the public hearing on Essex Green. What we're in for tonight on that is, we have to 
make an interpretation, first, decide on an interpretation, from a 1957, 60-year-old zoning code. 
And the applicant argues that the subject lot is a legal, preexisting, non-conforming lot that is 
subject to ten-acre lot size requirement, because the lot legally and predated current zoning 
requirements. Specifically, the applicant contends that the lot met the minimum lot area 
requirements when it was created and the lot did not lose its legal conforming status, when a 
portion of the lot was conveyed to the Village of Cold Spring in 1966. The applicant maintains 
that, although the lot was reduced in size in ‘66, the purpose of conveyance was to enable the 
village to connect to the Catskill aqueduct and this conveyance was therefore for a public
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purpose. The zoning code provision in effect when the conveyance was made in 1996 indicated 
that although lots could not be reduced in size below the minimum areas, (inaudible) described, 
these provisions shall not apply when a portion of the lot is taken for a public purpose. In short, 
the applicant maintains that when the lot in question was reduced in size in 1966 via a 
conveyance of part to the parcel of village within, the village took the property for public 
purpose. The conveyance did not remove the legal non-conforming character of the lot. The 
reason we have to decide that first is because the building inspector got a problem with it; he 
couldn't make a decision. So, I guess the decision is, was the lot sold, arm’s length deal, or was it 
taken, or was it taken for legal or taken for public purposes. Open for discussion.

Paula Clair: It’s really hard to know, at this point, but as I said last month, it's not uncommon, 
when a property is threatened to be taken by eminent domain, for the two parties to make an 
agreement in lieu of eminent domain, but the point being that, if an agreement wasn't made, then 
it would have been taken by the eminent domain. I'm not sure if that's what happened in this 
instance but the fact that they, that it was sold to the town of Cold Spring doesn't negate the 
possibility that it could have been under the threat of eminent domain if the agreement wasn't 
made, so.

Leonard Lim: We don’t know that.

Paula Clair: Yeah, we don’t. We don’t.

CROSSTALK - INAUDIBLE

Chairman Robert Dee: I have no idea in 1957, or whenever they put this law, what they had, 
what was in their heads, the Town Board. There's no way of possibly knowing that. I'm not the 
great Johnny Carson, but all I have is, I have a letter. It's March of, let me see, March 9th, 1966. 
It's, I guess, from the town meeting, the town of- it’s a resolution for O'Neill. And I guess their 
attorney, the town attorney, speaks to it and he says that he advised the board that the option 
agreement with O'Neill was good until April 1st, 1966 and recommended that the action be taken, 
should the board deem favorable. Then he said they resolved, they voted unanimously, that the 
board of trustees are in favor of purchasing of the land from Ralph O’Neill, such land being vital 
to the link, the connection to the proposed, in New York City, so. If the option ended and they 
didn't buy it, I guess they could sell it to anybody they wanted to. So, in my opinion, this is an 
arm's length sale, it was a purchase. It wasn't a-

Vincent Cestone: There would be a tremendous amount of paper generated on an eminent 
domain proceeding.

Chairman Robert Dee: I don't have anything.

Vincent Cestone: There's nothing.

Chairman Robert Dee: This is the only thing I have, you know, I'm not gonna guess 
somebody's mind in 1957.
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Paula Clair: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm not that good but it's the only thing I have which says, basically, it 
says that the board voted in favor of purchasing the land.

Paula Clair: What was the first, could you read the first paragraph again?

Chairman Robert Dee: Sure. Well there was a lot of things carried on business that night but 
this was the one on the bottom. It says, Attorney Doyle advised the board that the option 
agreement with Mr. O'Neill-

Paula Clair: What’s the option agreement mean?

Chairman Robert Dee: Well they had an option to purchase the property in such a date.

Paula Clair: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: So that was given to them by the owner, and I guess if they didn't 
exercise the option by April 1st the owner was, he could sell it anybody he wanted to. You can 
ask the attorney about the option (inaudible).

Adam Rodd: Well, the issue on the interpretation is that the board has to decide on the 
circumstances of the conveyance in 1966; did that constitute property that was taken by the 
Village of Cold Spring for a public purpose? That’s the first interpretation that the board needs to 
make, and depending on how the board comes out on that issue, did the Village of Cold Spring 
take that property for a public purpose, that would determine which particular variances the 
applicant needs to apply for. If the property was taken by the village, and this is your obligation 
to interpret, if you make that finding, the applicant, that would be tantamount to finding that the 
property was a pre-existing, legal, non-conforming lot, and they would not need a variance for 
lot area or for a rear yard setback. If your interpretation goes the other way, they would need area 
variances for lot area, rear yard setback, front yard setback, and impervious surface coverage. So, 
the first order of business is for the board to render an interpretation as to whether, when the 
Village of Cold Spring acquired a portion of the lot in 1966, did that fall within the code 
language of property that was taken for a public purpose.

Vincent Cestone: Does Taken’ mean eminent domain or purchased or both?

Adam Rodd: Well that, that's the board's determination to make. We've heard the arguments 
from both sides. The applicant has made the point that, you know, the language has to be 
construed in a manner that's favorable to the property owners and the applicant made the point 
that the language of the zoning code did not expressly use the term ‘eminent domain’, and they 
could have used that language. Instead they just used the language ‘taken for a public purpose’ 
and the applicants position is, by conveying a portion of this property to the Village of Cold 
Spring, it was simply to facilitate access to the Catskill aqueduct and they're making the 
argument, that's a public purpose. On the other hand, and you heard the arguments, I'm just kind 
of summarizing and, the opponents have pointed out that the language in the code, ‘taken’ is
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ordinarily used as an involuntary acquisition of the property by a municipality, meaning you can 
infer, or it’s normally used to imply, eminent domain, and because this wasn’t an eminent 
domain, or at least there isn't proof that this was acquired by eminent domain in 1996, when the 
property was in essence made smaller, it in effect lost its preexisting, non-conforming character. 
So that's-

Chairman Robert Dee: (Inaudible) A and B here. A is we decide that the 1966 conveyance 
about it to the village taking property for a public use. Or the board decides that it’s 1966 
conveyance did not amount to the village taking property for public use. The thing is, one has got 
a couple more variances than the other, is basically. If you decide that it was sold but say not, 
you know, eminent domain type of thing, they would, we would have to, we'd have to give a lot 
area variance and a rear yard, rear setback variance I think.

Adam Rodd: Correct.

Paula Clair: Do we know the last designation of that lot, what, whether it was preexisting, non- 
conforming or not? Do we know, you know, the last-

Chairman Robert Dee: No, it was nothing.

Paula Clair: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: When they, when he sold it they probably should have gotten a, gotten 
it straightened out. My understanding is that they didn't get it straightened out.

Paula Clair: Prior to-

Chairman Robert Dee: They left it to us.

Paula Clair: Prior to when it was sold to the to the current owner was it considered-

Chairman Robert Dee: No. They didn't, when they sold it, they didn't do what they were 
supposed to do, basically. They could have maybe straightened it out at that point in time. But, it 
wasn't done.

Paula Clair: Okay so, oh, okay, so then there was, we don't know what the designation, 
historically, of this property was.

Chairman Robert Dee: No.

Adam Rodd: There was no, I mean, before they came to us, there's no piece of paper that was 
generated by any municipal building department that said it either was or is, I mean, to answer 
your question, there wasn't a piece of paper that's saying this is not a buildable lot.

Paula Clair: Right.
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Chairman Robert Dee: They kept passing the buck until it got to us. So, I guess this is the end 
of it. We have to make the decision so it’s either that it was taken, was sold, or was taken for a 
public purpose. Right? Basically, would that be it or? Arm’s length, or?

Adam Rodd: Well, the interpretation is within the language. Again, the code at the time that the 
property was conveyed to the village of Cold Spring, the language of the code, which was 
imprecise, the language was, these provisions shall not apply when a portion of a lot is ‘taken’ 
for a public purpose. In other words, ordinarily, someone is not permitted to reduce the size of 
their lot below the minimum lot area, but that provision does not apply when property is taken 
for public purpose. And again, to summarize the applicants position, the applicants position is, 
by transferring this parcel to the Village of Cold Spring so they can have access to the Catskill 
Aqueduct, that fell within the meaning of property ‘taken’ by the village for a public purpose. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Right.

Adam Rodd: The opponents disagree with that interpretation of the language. They say ‘taken’ 
signifies eminent domain. It’s imprecise language; the board has discretion to interpret the 
meaning and intent of its own code. And so, your first order of business is to decide whether the 
1966 conveyance to the village amounted to the village taking that parcel for a public purpose.

Chairman Robert Dee: Or it was sold,

Adam Rodd: And the next step is going to be area variances. And the interpretation simply 
effects which variances they need.

Chairman Robert Dee: If it was taken or sold.

Paula Clair: Right. Well, it was either taken-

Granite Frisenda: Either way it was sold though.

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: I’m sorry?

Granite Frisenda: Either way it was sold.

Paula Clair: Yes. Yeah, but-

Granite Frisenda: It just sold.

Chairman Robert Dee: The only thing I have, you know as far as here that, from the town, is a 
meeting that they had and the town attorney is advising him that the option agreement runs out 
April 1st and if they didn't act on the option, the owner would be able to sell it to anybody.

Paula Clair: Right.
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Paula Clair: Well, I mean it, whatever, it was either bought or taken for a public purpose, you 
know, because it was, the purpose of it being taken by the town of Cold Spring was to connect to 
the aqueduct. But the question is do we, is ‘taken’ mean eminent domain or can it be, is it more 
broadly interpreted as to mean ‘taken’, you know, for any reason, bought, sold, bought, you 
know, whatever. It's very hard to make a determination on this.

Chairman Robert Dee: Unfortunately, I agree with you 100% that this should be done in the 
court of law and like that. But, unfortunately, we're tasked with it so, we have to do it. So, I’m 
gonna ask for opinions, I’m gonna ask for a vote. What do you, how do you feel?

Vincent Cestone: I'm ready to vote on that.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, Is everybody ready to vote on this?

Leonard Lim: I’m ready.

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. Mr. Cestone?

Vincent Cestone: I’m of the opinion that it was not taken for a public purpose and it was not 
eminent domain, therefore it's not preexisting, non-conforming.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Leonard Lim: I agree with Vinnie. I think was sold, I don't think it was taken.

Granite Frisenda: I believe it was sold for public use but so, I guess-

Chairman Robert Dee: You got to give me better than that.

Granite Frisenda: Yeah, so, I would be more towards the pre-existing lot.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Granite Frisenda: It was sold to be used for a public use.

Chairman Robert Dee: I guess and so they decided to purchase it, which it says here.

Chairman Robert Dee: Ms. Clair?

Paula Clair: That, I agree with my colleague here.

Adam Rodd: Was that Mr. Frisenda?
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Paula Clair: Yeah.

Adam Rodd: You have to identify which-

Paula Clair: Yes, Mr. Frisenda. I mean, it was obviously sold, taken, whatever, for a public use, 
you know, so I would err on the side of, you know, it being a pre-existing.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. So, we got 2 not taken, 2 taken. Well I feel it was sold, in my 
opinion.

Paula Clair: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: The only way I had, the thing I have in front of me is this letter that 
says that it was sold and they, then they acted on the option to buy it and they voted to buy it, so. 
So, that's three in favor of sold and two pre-existing so, sold wins, you know, or not taken, I 
guess, wins.

Adam Rodd: So, the, there's, just to summarize, the board has voted three to two that the 
property was not taken for public use within the meaning of the zoning code, is that correct?

Chairman Robert Dee: Correct.

Adam Rodd: Okay, so the next step is the area variances that are requested.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. Okay. And the area variances, under that interpretation, would 
be- They’ve got to have a lot area variance. Gonna have a lot area variance, gonna have to have a 
rear yard variance and they’re gonna have a front, have to have a front yard variance and an 
impervious surface coverage variance.

Leonard Lim: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. So, in order to do that I think we should go over the five factors 
and discuss them. Factor number one is, what possible determent would the variance have on 
nearby properties? How close are nearby structures? Will your structure be visible to others or 
will it block a view? He proposed exterior lights. So, I guess the big thing is, is this going to be 
deterrent to the neighborhood. Open it for discussion.

Paula Clair: Well, obviously people feel that it is a deterrent to the neighborhood. You know if, 
in view of the fact that the board voted to determine that this is not a preexisting, non- 
conforming lot, I think that the area variance is very substantial, you know, and-

Chairman Robert Dee: Well we’re talking about a half-acre lot. There’s a half-acre of it is in, 
well actually its .55, half-acre is in-

Leonard Lim: .55 I think.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, .55 is in-

Paula Clair: In a ten-acre-

Chairman Robert Dee: Philipstown. The other acre is in Nelsonville.

Paula Clair: Yeah, but in a ten-acre zoning.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right.

Paula Clair: You know, so, it's huge.

Leonard Lim: I agree.

Paula Clair: And so, you know, for that reason I would tend to think that it’s too huge. 

Chairman Robert Dee: That the area variance is too large.

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Anybody else have opinions on that?

Leonard Lim: I agree with Clair.

Vincent Cestone: I agree.

Chairman Robert Dee: You agree the area variance is too large?

Granite Frisenda: It’s a big variance.

Chairman Robert Dee: You agree that it’s too large?

Granite Frisenda: 1 agree, yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright next one. What input, impacts would the variance have on the 
character of the neighborhood? Have others in the neighborhood received similar variances? 
Does the neighborhood contain similar structures with similar setbacks/heights, etc.? Is your 
property similar or different from others in the area? If several of your neighbors were to receive 
variances in the future similar to the one you now request, would the neighborhood be changed? 
Well, I went over the analysis of the Healy properties and there are some bigger homes in the 
area but it looks like the average home is anywhere between 1500, they even go down to 1200, 
but let's say 1500 to about 2,300 seems to be the average, a couple of homes are big; the one 
behind it is a bigger home. But most of the houses seem to be 18, 15, 17-

Leonard Lim: So, about 18’s the average.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, this one’s about 3300 square foot, two-story house. And 
unfortunately, I liked where it was set before, in the middle of the property, but since it's been 
moved up into Philipstown, it's kind of on top of the hill. And the applicant did go from a three 
bedroom to a four-bedroom septic. I understand she's a developer and she's trying to make a, you 
know, a profit. I understand that, but I guess the question is, is the house bigger than the average 
houses in the neighborhood? Anybody have any thoughts on that?

Leonard Lim: It would be one of the bigger houses in the neighborhood, that’s for sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: I would’ve liked a smaller house.

Vincent Cestone: It would be one of the bigger houses on the smallest lot.

Leonard Lim: That’s a better way of putting it.

Vincent Cestone: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Anybody else has any thoughts on that? All right. Number two. If you 
didn't get the variance how else could you build what you want to accomplish your goal? For 
example, different location or design, shorter fence, smaller deck, smaller overhang or addition. 
Well, like I said, I like the original location it had, in the middle of the property, that you had it, 
in the middle between the two towns. I understand that caused a problem, dealing with the two 
towns and all like that. I would have been more favorable to a smaller house, you know. My own 
example, I can just tell you, I have an acre and a half piece of property in Philipstown and they 
wouldn't allow me to build a house, a bigger house. They said you got to build a small house so. 
I’m not using that but I'm saying, these houses, these other houses seem to be smaller in square 
footage with the exception of a few. So, I think if you downsize the house and moved it back to 
where it was in the middle of the property, so it wouldn't be on top of the hill, I think it would be 
a much better arrangement.

Vincent Cestone: I personally think that’s gonna make no difference, in my opinion.

Chairman Robert Dee: Not gonna make any difference in your opinion.

Vincent Cestone: No.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Vincent Cestone: You know?

Chairman Robert Dee: You feel that that’s just too big for that lot. Mr. Lim? 

Leonard Lim: 1 agree. I think it’s too big for the lot.

Granite Frisenda: If it was smaller I think it would look, it would blend right in.
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Chairman Robert Dee: If it was smaller it would blend in.

Leonard Lim: How much smaller?

Chairman Robert Dee: 18, 15, 1800 feet, it would have to be. Right. Well, but we can't, that’s 
up to the builder, you know the, that's her decision. We can't have, that's not before us so, that 
was just only a suggestion. Ms. Clair?

Paula Clair: Yeah, I think that a smaller house would not make a difference in terms of 
acceptability to the people in the neighborhood.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Third. What is code requirement you seek to vary? How large of 
a variance do you seek? Well, and that becomes the issue. The variance would be, let’s see, the 
variance would be , the applicant would need a rear yard setback (inaudible). Front yard variance 
is 0 but we know that the lot is in the middle but the area lot is, it would be enormous, you know, 
I mean as far as that. The impervious surface coverage is 10% and they want to go to 13.3% so 
that would be bigger. I guess on the impervious surface coverage, I would think about, you 
know, you go from three-bedroom septic, four-bedroom septic, how much runoff is there, you 
know, on a small lot, you know.

Leonard Lim: The way 1 read it, they seem all substantial. I mean two of them are over 50%; 
that third one is 100%. I mean those are huge.

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr., Granite?

Granite Frisenda: I mean the third one though is, they still have the property-

Chairman Robert Dee: Well the third is, only comes in the middle of, in the middle of the 
property there, with the zero lot line there. I guess were talking about the lot area variance and 
you know.

Granite Frisenda: Lot area is the biggest.

Chairman Robert Dee: You know the lot area variance, I think, is the biggest sticking point, I 
believe.

Paula Clair: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. Number four. What impact or effect will the variances have on 
the current physical and environmental conditions in the area? Is there grading or blasting 
proposed? No. Will you be paving previously unpaved? Are there watercourses on site? Will 
normal drainage patterns be affected? How close are the nearest wells, septic systems? Will the 
proposed use or activity produce emissions? No, they're not gonna (inaudible). Will traffic be 
increased? No, two cars, that’s not going to happen but as far as the septic system, I guess, and 
the water drainage, you know, that was three- that's open for discussion.
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Paula Clair: Right. Right, that's, well the Health Department approved the permit for a septic 
but-

Chairman Robert Dee: And they enlarged it from 3 to 4.

Paula Clair: Yeah, right. And, but, people in the neighborhood expressed concerns that drainage 
from the septic, which would be combined with the drainage that is there already, which is 
apparently substantial, would, could affect their wells and, you know, and poison their water. 

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. Anybody else have anything?

Granite Frisenda: I don’t see it as much of a concern.

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm sorry?

Granite Frisenda: I think you're gonna get more runoff just from the dirt road being there than 
the-

Chairman Robert Dee: Because of the dirt road.

Granite Frisenda: Than you actually doing any work on the property.

Leonard Lim: Probably have an erosion problem too with this; there’ll be more erosion.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Number five. Is the variance requested as a result of a self- 
created hardship? Was there a need for the variance when you purchased the property? How long 
ago did you purchase the property? Did you build a structure without a permit? No, we don't 
have that problem. Is their variance as a result of someone's mistake? No. Well, the applicant is a 
experienced developer, I mean, she's bought a number of homes and properties and this is a spec 
house. It's not something, I don’t believe, she’s building to live in; she’s building for a profit. I 
think she, if she wasn’t, she would be aware of, when she bought the property, she would have to 
look into what variances would be needed. I can’t believe that that wasn't done, you know. Or 
you know, if someone of that experience didn't, made a mistake. I mean we've had kids come 
here, just married, and bought something, the real estate didn't tell them anything, they needed a 
10-foot variance or something like that, but this is a complete different subject to me.

Vincent Cestone: It’s absolutely self-created.

Chairman Robert Dee: Self-created?

Vincent Cestone: Had to be.

Leonard Lim: 1 totally agree with you. If she’s into real estate she should’ve known. 

Paula Clair: Right.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Mr., Granite?

Granite Frisenda: I mean, you said it.

Paula Clair: Yeah. And I say that, she either knew that it was a problem or she should have 
known.

Chairman Robert Dee: All right. That's it. Is there any other questions that the board has or 
anything they'd like to discuss further on this before a vote? No? Alright at this time I'm gonna 
call for a vote to deny or approve the application. Mr. Cestone?

Vincent Cestone: I vote to deny.

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr. Lim?

Leonard Lim: I’ll vote to deny.

Chairman Robert Dee: Mr., Granite?

Granite Frisenda: I vote to deny.

Chairman Robert Dee: You vote to deny. Ms. Clair?

Paula Clair: I also, I vote to deny as well.

Chairman Robert Dee: Vote to deny. And, made unanimous, I vote to deny. So, the, it’s 
unanimously disapproved.

Adam Rodd: Mr, Dee, I would just make a motion to direct counsel to prepare a resolution 
memorializing the decision, that should be prepared within the following 30 days.

Vincent Cestone: I’ll so move.

Leonard Lim: I’ll second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Alright thank you.
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Neave Group/Todd Berlander - 22 Hudson River Lane

Chairman Robert Dee: Next order of business is, let’s see, 22 Hudson River Lane. This is a 
gentleman who wants to build a six-foot swimming pool.

Kenny Levine: Have a good night.

Chairman Robert Dee: Good night.

Paula Clair: The applicant is not complete, there’s no Certificate of Occupancy.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. So, we’re looking for, this is a review of application. Is anybody 
here from that?

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes Sir.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh, you’re here. I thought you said you weren’t coming.

Kristopher Schmitt: I made it.

Chairman Robert Dee: You made it. All right, let me go get a glass of water. Okay. You can 
start if you want.

Kristopher Schmitt: So, the application is for 12’ by 16’ swimming pool at 22 Hudson River 
Lane.

Leonard Lim: Wait for the Chair.

Kristopher Schmitt: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: We sent you to the conservation board and you got an approval, right, 
from them? Okay.

Kristopher Schmitt: My name is Kristopher Schmitt with NeaveGroup, forgot to introduce 
myself

Chairman Robert Dee: You didn't have the five factors filled out but evidently you did that.

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes, I did, 1 sent that into Tara. I apologize, I misread the area variance 
with that.

Chairman Robert Dee: That’s okay.
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Paula Clair: Oh no, I’m sorry. The other one is missing it. That one’s complete. I’m sorry, it’s 
the other one that’s missing.

Adam Rodd: I’m sorry, can I get your name again?

Kristopher Schmitt: Yeah, Khristopher Schmitt. S-C-H-M-I-T-T.

Adam Rodd: And you’re with NeaveGroup.

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright, you got that, you got approval from the-just give me a rough 
idea, what are your, the variances you're looking for?

Kristopher Schmitt: So, essentially, we’re looking for a side yard variance. We'd like to keep 
the hot tub. Can I go over here and-

Chairman Robert Dee: You’re looking for a zero lot line variance?

Kristopher Schmitt: No, I'm not sure where that came into play. On the south side-

Chairman Robert Dee: I saw zero lot line somewhere.

Kristopher Schmitt: Well, they have an existing 4 foot and we're not asking for that; we're not 
building anything on this side. It'll be, the variance on this side will be 29 feet 2 inches from this 
property line to the edge of the pool, and then 12 feet 5 inches from the north side. We're gonna 
keep in line with where the house is on the north side to maintain that 12 foot 5 and then we're 
looking to locate the equipment on that side as well, since there is no room on the other side. 
Given that the lot is only 50 feet wide, you know, having the 30-foot setbacks makes it a 
challenge to do anything in the back.

Paula Clair: Can I ask you, how far away will you be from the Hudson River?

Chairman Robert Dee: 30 feet, 35 feet.

Kristopher Schmitt: About that, yes. I don’t have that measurement on there.

Chairman Robert Dee: I can see it from here. I looked at it. It’s 30 feet.

Kristopher Schmitt: Okay.

Leonard Lim: Where’s the pool supposed to be?

Chairman Robert Dee: I’m sorry?

Leonard Lim: Where’s the pool supposed to be?
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Adam Rodd: Just to clarify, I looked at the application materials and what I wrote down, and 
this will be developed at the public hearing I suppose, is the pool, on the north side the pool will 
be 12 feet 5 inches from the side yard lot line and the deck will be 12 foot 5 inches from the side 
yard lot line, that's on the north.

Kristopher Schmitt: That's correct.

Adam Rodd: And then on the south, the pool will be 23 feet 2 inches from the side yard lot line 
and the deck will be 13 feet 2 inches from the side yard lot line,

Kristopher Schmitt: That's correct.

Adam Rodd: And the requirement is a 30-foot setback.

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes.

Adam Rodd: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, what is the meeting date again? April what?

Tara Percacciolo: We changed it to April 23rd.

Chairman Robert Dee: April 23rd. Is there any questions on this for- this is just for review for 
completion, to set a public hearing? Any questions from the board? Anybody have any 
questions?

Leonard Lim: On this map, exactly where is the river? On that map.

Kristopher Schmitt: Where's the river?

Leonard Lim: The river.

Kristopher Schmitt: The river is on this end here, on the west side, yes.

Leonard Lim: That’s it. Okay. It says it but I just (inaudible).

Chairman Robert Dee: I’m just, this is a flood area.

Kristopher Schmitt: Correct.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, I know, I know you have the permit, you’re all good with that. 

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes.
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Chairman Robert Dee: What I’m trying to say is, you know, you're putting a 6-foot deep pool 
in a flood area.

Kristopher Schmitt: No, it's only 4 feet deep, total excavation depth will be about 6 feet with 
the gravel and everything else.

Chairman Robert Dee: A good rainy day you’ll have the Hudson fill it up.

Kristopher Schmitt: Exactly. The client is well aware and so was the Conservation Board.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right. You’ve got a conservation board approval, so I have no problem 
with that.

Kristopher Schmitt: Right.

Chairman Robert Dee: I'm just saying, it just seems that, you know, it's awfully close to the
River. That’s just my own personal-

Kristopher Schmitt: Yes, it is. It’s very close to the river.

Leonard Lim: Explain that to me just now. He said 4 foot, you said 6 foot.

Kristopher Schmitt: So, the depth of the water will be approximately 4 feet but the entire 
structure will be going down about 6 feet.

Chairman Robert Dee: Give us that again. That-

Kristopher Schmitt: Just excavation and then you build up with gravel and concrete so, the 
water depth, as far as the depth of the pool, the depth of the pool will be 4 feet.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright the depth of the pool will be 4 feet but you’re going down 6 feet 
with the base.

Kristopher Schmitt: Correct but the pool is also 18 inches above ground to deal with some of 
the water issues down there as well.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. Anybody have any questions? Alright, can I have a motion that 
this is complete?

Paula Clair: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Second?

Granite Frisenda: Second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?
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Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Alright. We’ll set up for public hearing April 23rd, 7:30 p.m., here. 

Kristopher Schmitt: Okay.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, our Secretary will notify the surrounding neighbors and 
everything else like that and they could show up to voice their opinion.

Kristopher Schmitt: Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay?

Kristopher Schmitt: Alright. Thank you, Sir.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you.

Grillo/Clark - 28 Lane Gate Road

Chairman Robert Dee: Next order of business is 28 lane gate Road, Dennis Grillo and, I’m 
sorry, Denise Grillo and Denny Clark. Yes, identify yourself there sir.

Justin Kacur: My name is Justin Kacur, architect, Highlands Architecture, Cold Spring, New 
York. Our project is a alteration and addition to a single-family residence at 28 Lane Gate Road.
I have some photographs here to show you. The house is relatively small. The additions that 
we're proposing are relatively small. We're gonna do a small addition on this side, which has 
nothing to do with the setbacks. Basically, our addition is two-story; it's 12 feet by 20 feet. It's on 
the ground level. Over here in this area is a garage and above is a new kitchen, off of the existing 
kitchen, so we're looking at the utilities in the house, the plumbing, trying to make this as simple 
as possible. We feel this is the best location for this small addition. It's two-story, like I 
mentioned, and it is in an RC district, rural conservation district, and the house was built in 1973. 
When the house was built, I'll show you the plot plan, you can see the survey here, this is the 
survey, and you can see where the house is located on the site; it's up in the upper comer. So, 
already, the setbacks, you can see that the majority of the existing house is in the rear yard 
setback already, so it's already non-conforming in the back. This is Lane Gate Road down here 
and the driveway meanders up; there's sort of a little area here for parking and, you know, when 
it gets plowed, I guess it gets plowed up this way. So, we're sort of tucking the garage and
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kitchen addition back into here. There is an existing deck, and on the lower part of the house, the 
site drops off. But in the area where the addition is proposed, it's relatively flat. We actually even 
think that our addition is going to help with drainage and erosion because of its location and how 
we can, there's no vegetation there, it's relatively low slope, and that's actually going to help us 
sort of retain soil and driveway at the top.

Leonard Lim: Did we get a topo map with this?

Justin Kacur: Yeah, there is topo here, on this plot plan that’s been provided. You can see, 
these are at 2-foot intervals around the area of the house, so you can see that, what the slope is. 
And the elevations, our building elevations also show the heights of everything. These are the 
proposed building elevations. As you can see this is our addition here, on the southwest side. 
There's another addition on the other side, but that's a small addition which is basically going 
underneath the existing deck. So, they're both very small. The deck on the side of our addition 
already is in the side yard setback; that's going to project a little bit more because we have a stair 
coming down on the outside of it, which you can also see very clearly on the plot plan. The plot 
plan shows you existing, proposed, the definitive lines of the setbacks. The side yard setback in 
this zone is 30 feet and we are projecting into that setback 7 feet 3 and 3/4 inch.

Chairman Robert Dee: Make it even. Don’t give me 3A inch (inaudible).

Justin Kacur: We are- 7 feet and we're left with 23 feet instead of 30 feet on that side; there's no 
other house, like, over on that side close to it. It's kind of nestled in.

Chairman Robert Dee: You need 7 and Vi then right?

Justin Kacur: 7 and Vi feet.

Chairman Robert Dee: 8, go for 8. This way you’re covered.

Justin Kacur: Okay 8 feet.

Adam Rodd: Well, looking at the application, and maybe we need more exact, I mean I 
understood that you're going to be set back 26 feet 1 inch from the side yard setback. That's how 
the application was written up, unless I'm off my medication now but, that's what I understand. 

Justing Kacur: Is that coming from the building inspector or us?

Adam Rodd: I believe it’s from the application materials.

Justin Kacur: Because our plot plan shows our, sort of, worst case scenario. Off the comer is 
22 feet 8 and 1/4 inch.

Chairman Robert Dee: You talking about impervious surface maybe?

Adam Rodd: No.
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Justin Kacur: That's the other variance we’re seeking.

Chairman Robert Dee: Let’s get this one.

Paula Clair: I just want to mention. Excuse me. I just want to mention-

Adam Rodd: I'm just going by the code enforcement officers review of the plans. He says the 
application proposes 26 feet 1-inch side yard setback where 30 is required.

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh, I see what you’re saying.

Justin Kacur: That just might be his interpretation of the drawings. He got the same drawings 
that you did, so I’m not sure why he has that because we have a-

Adam Rodd: So, you’re proposing just, I just want to get the side setback, and I'll confirm this 
with-

Justin Kacur: 22 feet, 8 and 1/4 is our side yard setback.

Adam Rodd: 22-

Justin Kacur: So, 22 feet, 8 and %.

Adam Rodd: 22 feet.

Justin Kacur: Yes.

Adam Rodd: 8 and %, 8.25 inches?

Justin Kacur: That's correct, yeah. We basically take this survey in CAD and have the footprint 
located and off of that, we build our addition off of that and our comer that is closest to the side 
yard property line is 22 feet, 8 and !4.

Chairman Robert Dee: 8 and %. Okay. If you want to get the building, give the building 
inspector a call, okay, because in his letter here he's saying that it’s proposed at 21, no, 26.1 side 
setback.

Justin Kacur: Yeah, I'm not sure why it says that.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, well give him a call.

Justin Kacur: I will, I will. Yeah, because there's, oh, I know what it is. On our plot plan, as you 
can see, do you have your plot plans there? There is a dimension there, 26 feet 1, he was 
probably looking at that. That is the dimension to the existing comer of the deck.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Justin Kacur: Okay. Now, the new deck, on the site plan, you can see the addition that we're 
doing, the garage addition, that is the 22 feet, 8 and %. From the deck to the property line is 20 
feet, 1 and %, from the deck to the property, to the side yard property line.

Adam Rodd: Is that the new deck?

Justin Kacur: Yes.

Adam Rodd: So, the variance is going to be a different number then; it's going to be (inaudible) 
to have the new structure set back from the side yard line by a distance of what? What's the 
closest part of the new-

Justin Kacur: The closest to the deck, the new deck, is 20 feet, 1 and %.

Adam Rodd: Okay. So that's gonna be the variance that you're seeking.

Justin Kacur: Okay.

Adam Rodd: Because the minimum is 30 and you're proposing at least 20 feet, 1 and lA.

Justin Kacur: There is no new construction that's any closer to that. So, I was looking at the 
main garage comer, but that is the deck dimension to the side yard property line.

Paula Clair: Excuse me. Yeah, we're confused because on your application, on the second to the 
last page, right before the neighbors, you indicate 22’, 8 and %” so I think we have to just get 
clarification if it's, you know, 22’, 8 and !4” or 3/4 or whatever, it has to be correct.

Granite Frisenda: Well, I think now it’s this new number with the deck. It’s the 20 foot, 1 and

Paula Clair: Oh, okay.

Justin Kacur: Based on our plot plan, this is the most telling drawing that we have, which is 
right here, it's in your packets.

Paula Clair: All right. Okay so the-

Justin Kacur: The dimensions that are noted are all along that side of the new construction, 
which include the deck and the new addition.

Paula Clair: Okay. So, then we should just disregard what it says on this application.

Justin Kacur: Yes. Now that we made a decision that it's to the deck.
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Paula Clair: Okay.

Justin Kacur: Yes.

Chairman Robert Dee: And I would want you to contact the building inspector and speak to 
him; I would like him to correct this.

Justin Kacur: Sure.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay, so change this so we have it corrected.

Justin Kacur: No problem. Yeah, I'll change it in the application too, just to be clear.

Chairman Robert Dee: Alright. And another thing is there's no CO here. We require a copy of 
the CO, I don't see a copy of the CO in here.

Justin Kacur: Okay. We had the, wasn't there, isn’t there- on the checklist I thought there was a 
C of O or, it's very hard to read, let’s see, certificates of occupancy for any existing structures, 
contour maps, we have everything else on the checklist except for that.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay.

Paula Clair: You just need it for the next meeting.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. You can have, you know, we’ll schedule a public hearing but 
have it for the public hearing.

Justin Kacur: Yeah, absolutely.

Chairman Robert Dee: And have these other things straightened out.

Justin Kacur: I know my client was looking for all that information and was able to get most of 
it.

Chairman Robert Dee: Right.

Justin Kacur: We got the deed and everything else, so.

Paula Clair: You can get the CO at the building inspectors office.

Justin Kacur: Yeah.

Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah, because you’re gonna have to talk to him anyway so.

Justin Kacur: That’s, I’ll meet with him this week.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Kill 2 birds with one stone.

Justin Kacur: Yep, yep, sounds good.

Chairman Robert Dee: Anybody else have any questions as far as the completion? 
Unfortunately, you’re gonna have to go over this thing in a public hearing too.

Justin Kacur: Right, right. I just wanted to mention the impervious surface coverage- 

Chairman Robert Dee: Oh yeah.

Justin Kacur: That we're seeking as well. This is in five-acre zoning. This lot is under one acre 
its 0.91 of an acre, so already, when you take the roof, the walkways, the driveway, together, the 
maximum is required as 10% we're at 21.7%, already, because of the lot size. And, when we do 
the new work we're proposing, it's gonna be like 22.4%. That might seem high, but if this house 
and driveway were on a five-acre lot, it'd be far lower than 10%. So, I just want to be clear about 
that.

Chairman Robert Dee: It’s already 21%, is that what you’re saying?

Justin Kacur: 21.7% impervious.

Chairman Robert Dee: And you're looking to go to 22-

Justin Kacur: Point 4.

Chairman Robert Dee: Point 4.

Justin Kacur: Yeah.

Adam Rodd: And your lot size is .91?

Justin Kacur: Yes.

Adam Rodd: Okay.

Justin Kacur: Yep.

Chairman Robert Dee: Any questions on the completion? I make a motion that the 
application’s complete.

Paula Clair: Well except for the C of O.

Chairman Robert Dee: Well he’s gonna, he’s gonna provide that.

Justin Kacur: The CO, the change of the dimensions.
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Chairman Robert Dee: Yeah. He’s gonna provide the CO and the thing for next- 

Justin Kacur: We’ll have that for the public hearing.

Chairman Robert Dee: Thank you, yeah. Okay.

Leonard Lim: Second.

Chairman Robert Dee: Second. All in favor?

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Leonard Lim: Aye.

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Alright, you're all set. Have it, make sure you have, get that 
straightened out with the building inspector.

Justin Kacur: Okay. Thank you.

Vincent Cestone: When’s that on for? What day?

Tara Percacciolo: And that public hearing will be the 23rd as well?

Chairman Robert Dee: 23rd.

Tara Percacciolo: Okay.

Justin Kacur: I thought you had actually 2 meetings per month? We were hoping-

Paula Clair: No.

Chairman Robert Dee: Stop pushing us. (Inaudible) we’ve been working here?

Justin Kacur: I understand. I thought that’s what I read-

Chairman Robert Dee: At the fantastic salary we’re getting you expect us to meet twice? 
Come on.

Justin Kacur: I thought it was every two weeks?

Chairman Robert Dee: You're not, you're not helping your case.
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Justin Kacur: Okay, alright. We’ll see you on the 23rd then.

Chairman Robert Dee: Okay. You got it; you ain't helping your case, I can tell you that. All 
right I make a motion (inaudible).

Leonard Lim: Second.

Chairman Robert Dee: All in favor?

Vincent Cestone: Aye.

Leonard Lim: Aye,

Paula Clair: Aye.

Granite Frisenda: Aye.

Chairman Robert Dee: Aye. Okay.

(The meeting adjourned at 8:49 pm by a unanimous decision.)

NOTE: These minutes were prepared for the Zoning Board of Appeals and are subject
to review, comment, emendation and approval thereupon.

DATE APPROVED:_____________________

Respectfully submitted,

Tara K. Percacciolo 
Secretary
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a public hearing will be held by the Zoning Board of Appeals of the 
Town of Philipstown on Monday, March 12, 2018 at 7:30 P, M. at the Philipstown Town Hall, 238 Main 
Street, Cold Spring, New York to hear the following appeal:

Pamal Broadcasting, 22 Sky Lane, Philipstown New York. Tax Map # 83.18-1-23. The applicant seeks 
Amended Special Permit approval and a setback variance to the extent required, to replace the 
existing public utility tower to support collocation. The application includes the like kind 
replacement of the existing WHUD radio tower at 22 Sky Lane, Garrison, Town of Philipstown, 
NY. The property is in the SR Zoning District.

At said hearing all persons will have the right to be heard. Copies of the application, plat map 
and other related materials may be reviewed in the office of the Building Department at 
Philipstown Town Hall.

Dated 2/23/2018

Robert Dee, Chairman of the Town of Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals.



NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a public hearing will be held by the Zoning Board of Appeals 
of the Town of Philipstown on Monday, April 23, 2018 at 7:30 P. M, at the Philipstown Town 
Hall, 238 Main Street, Cold Spring, New York to hear the following appeal:

Todd & Heather Berland, 22 Hudson River Lane, Garrison, New York. Tax Map # 89.7-1-11.
The applicants seek to obtain variance's for sideyard setbacks for the proposed construction of a 
12' by 16’ pool with a deck and re-alignment of existing patio. A 30-foot sideyard setback is 
required under section 175-11 of the Town Code and the proposed setback is 12’5" to the north 
and 13’2” to the south. The property is located in the RR (Rural Residential) Zoning District in 
the Town of Philipstown.

At said hearing all persons will have the right to be heard. Copies of the application, plat map 
and other related materials may be reviewed in the office of the Building Department at 
Philipstown Town Hall.

Dated 4/6/2018
Robert Dee, Chairman of the Town of Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals



NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a public hearing will be held by the Zoning Board of Appeals 
of the Town of Philipstown on Monday, April 23,2018 at 7:30 P. M. at the Philipstown Town 
Hall, 238 Main Street, Cold Spring, New York to hear the following appeal:

Denise Grillo & Denny Clark, 26 Lane Gate Road, Cold Spring, New York. Tax Map # 38.-3-S7, 
The applicants seek to obtain a variance for a sideyard setback and a variance for Impervious 
surface coverage for the proposed garage and kitchen addition and alteration. A 30-foot sideyard 
setback is required under section 175-11 of the Town Code and the proposed setback is 20*-1 H”. 
The application further proposes 22.4% impervious surface coverage where 10% maximum Is 
allowed and 21.7% coverage already exists. The property is located in the RC (Rural 
Conservation) Zoning District in the Town of Philipstown.

At said hearing all persons will have the right to be heard. Copies of the application, plat map 

and other related materials may be reviewed in the office of the Building Department at 
Philipstown Town Hall.

Dated 4/6/2018
Robert Dee, Chairman of the Town of Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals



Town of Philipstown
Code Enforooment Offloo 

238 Main Stroet, PO Box 1SS 
Cold Spring, NY 10516

Office (845) 265- 5202 Fax (845) 265-2687

2/28/2018

Denise Grillo and Denny Clark
28 Lane Gate Rd.
Cold Spring, N.Y. 10516

Re: Building Permit, Garage, Kitchen, Entry Addition, Increased Deck 
Location: 28 Lane Gate Rd.
Tax Map # 38.-3-57 RC Zone

Included;
1. Application for Building/Zoning Permit
2. One Plot Plan - Building Plans

The application proposes a 20’-1 1/4 Side Yard Set Back where 30’ is required 
The application further proposes 22.4% impervious coverage where 10% is 
allowed maximum and 21.7% already exists

Since the proposed designs do not comply with Chapter-175 Dimensional Table 
For the Town of Philipstown, the application is DENIED.

If you are aggrieved by this decision, you may submit an application to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals pursuant to the provisions of Article IV of the Town Code 
within 60 days from the date of this letter. An application is enclosed.

Any questions please contact this office.

Greg Wunner

Code Enforcement Officer



3 ? - 2 - ? ^-CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY 7565

Philip* tcwn Tax Map # 
(Duto)

3Z Block Lot Foe Paid $.

Located M; 

Covering - u ----- LA/aotf 2?o~^c, /»<4>W, 3 sAuJa-

of C/r-nr
having heetofore filed an application for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Law, Sanitary Code, Building Code and the Law In effect In llw 
Town of fhilipstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee therefore and the undersigned having by inspection autoertalned (hut 
the upplicmt has subsequently proceeded with the erection or Improvement of the proposed structure In compliance with the requirements of the 
laws as aforementioned and that the said work and materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that the premises have naw 
boon fully completed and are ready for occupancy pursuant to the provisions of law, Now, therefore, this Certificate of Occupancy U hereby Issued

under the seal of the Town of Philipstown this day of.

Not vdid unless signed in ink by a duly authorized agent 
and under the seal of the Tbwn of Philipstown.

TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN, NBW YORK

BY:
Building Inspector



having l/afetoforc filed an application for a building permit punuant to the Zoning Law, Sanitary Code, Building Code and the Law# In «tfeot In Ute 
Town orPhlhpstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee therefore end (he undersigned having by inspection ascertained that 
the applicant has subiequently proceeded with the erection or improvement of the proposed structure In compliance with the requirwnents of Ute 
laws as uforcmentlqned and that the sold work and materials met every requirement of the taws as aforementioned and that the promkaa have now 
been fully completed and ore ready for occupancy pursuant to the pmVislqgf of law, Now, therefore, this Certificate of Occupanoy Is hweby issued

under the seal of the Tbwn of Philipstown this 

cm tv

J 9 Not vulld unlow ilgnod In ink by a duly authorized agent

i and under lire teal of the Tbwn of Phillpiiown,

day of —

Building Inspector

' >WN OF PHILIPSTOWN, NEW YORK

/Jud '$?, -3 -57
Philipstown Pax Map 

Location of Premises 

Type of Construction: _

BUILDING PERMIT
Block Sfc- Lot _^2j3-±i:'

4 (Xw ut G & $ of

705%

heretofore filed an application for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Law, Sanitary Code, Building Code and the Laws in effect

in the Town of^Philipstown, Putnam Copoty, New York, having paid the required fee in the sum of $. 
^17

(septic)
(well) $. (structure) it appearing from the said application that the proposed improvement is

d will comply with the requirements of the law as aforementioned, a building permit is hereby granted this
-3-Sfbeing valid for a period of one year and renewable upon payment of established fee schedule.

INSPECTIONS REQUIRED: Call 265J&&J2 days notice,

1. Soil conditions: (Footings, forms and reinforcement.)

2. Foundations: masonry concrete (Transit-mix slips required)

3. Framing: insulation; (prior to drywall or closing)

4. Mechanicals: (rough plumbing, piping, ducts)

5. Final Driveway Inspection,

6. Final Inspection, including safety features.

NOTE: All construction shall comply with the NY State Building Code whether or not shown on approved building plans. This 
structure, or any portion thereof, for which this permit is issued, shall NOT BE OCCUPIED until a CERTIFICATE OF 
OCCUPANCY is issued. Permit must be renewed annually until such date of Certificate of Occupancy issuance.

RENEWALS:

DATE

#1

#2

#3

kk--i
FEE PAID

#4



— 2 — z. -fajV&r, -3-S7 ~ if & — $, 3
3~t7-9f -'T^’/fihbz.^ CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY '

Certificate of Occupancy Nj>___Z.JkLjt^Z------- z Application N? ‘ 1934
Location of ................. ..................

A U__ - _____________  having
an application for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, Sanitary 
Code and the lows in effect in the Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New

York, having paid the required fee therefor and the undersigned having by personal inspection 
ascertained that the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or improvement of 
the proposed structure in compliance with the requirements of the laws as aforementioned and 
that the said work and materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that 
the premises have now been fully completed and are ready for occupancy pursuant to the provi
sions of law, Now, therefore, this^eertificate of ocqppahcy is hereby issued under the seal of the 
Town of Philipstown this__Z..%_...'&ay of.... . . , 19%?.

Hot valid unless signed in infc by a duly authorized agent TOWN OF PHILIl^TQM^L^NEfflyXORK 
<rf and under the seal of the Town of Philipstown. ZZ

^;:3:
BUILDING PERM

Application N? 1934

C£)Z^t2LTfcZ?

................ /
...y... ..... /%/..................... having

Fore (®ed an application for a building permit /Pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, Sanitary 
Building Code and the Laws in effect in the TowW;of Philipstown, Putnam County, New

York, and having paid the required fee in the sum of...)^fZL>Z?Z<........... , it appearing from the
said application that the proposed improvement is intended to and will comply withihe require
ments of foe iaw/as aforementioned, a building permit is hereby granted this ZJz. day of

........,19Z? \
Additional information..............................................................Z-.Z-Zf *

Hot vsSd unless signed in ink by a duly authorized agent 
erf and under the seal of the Town of Philipstown.

TOWN OF P

By

N>fciEW YORK
^a................



Application to 
The Zoning Board of 

Appeals 
for

A proposed garage 
at

The Ward Residence 
69 Hy Vue Terrace 

Cold Spring, NY 10516



RONALD J. GAINER, RE, PLLC 
31 Baldwin Road, Patterson, NY 12563 

Mailing Address: PO BOX 417, Pawling, NY 12564

office 845-878-6507 cell 845-527-1432

TO: Town of Philipstown Planning Board DATE: April 5, 2018

FROM: Ronald J. Gainer, PE SUBJ: Ward Residential Site; Hi Vue Terrace

As provided in Section 175-66B of the Town Code a pre-application meeting was held today concerning 
improvements planned by the owner of 69 Hi Vue Lane, to determine applicable code requirements. In 
attendance were the following:

Dan Ward - Applicant
Don Zeller - Applicant's Architect
Bob Dee - ZBA Chairman
Ande Merante - PB Chairman
Greg Wunner- Code Enforcement Officer
Tara Percacciolo - ZBA Secretary
Ron Gainer-Town Engineer

The following was discussed:

Purpose of Application-.
The property lies within an existing residentially developed neighborhood. The tract involved is tax map 
parcel 27.8-1-47. It contains a 1,500 sf raised ranch dwelling, with a garage under the premises.

The Applicant proposes to construct a new, 1-story, 2,500 sf detached garage, to the south of the existing 
structure. It will be utilized only for vehicle and personal storage. The architect provided a copy of the 
proposed site plan denoting the garage's location on the property, applicable setbacks, applicable 
dimensional requirements, and a calculation of impervious surfaces. The garage will comply with all of the 
Zoning Code's "Dimensional Table" bulk requirements.

Zoning District:
The property is located in the Suburban Residential District (SR).

Applicable Zoning Code provisions:
As noted above, the proposed structure will meet all bulk requirements in the Zoning Code's "Dimensional 
Table". However, §175-10 ("Allowable Uses), and specifically D(5) ("Accessory Uses"), contains a requirement 
that "Attached or detached garages associated with single-family residences shall not exceed 1,000 square 
feet in footprint area." Further, under §175-74 (B), the definition of "Accessory Structure" limits the size of an 
accessory structure to J4 the size of the principal building.

Therefore, a variance from both of these Code provisions will be required from the Zoning Board of Appeals.

Lastly, the Zoning Code "Use Table", and specifically the notation with the asterisk (*), specifies that Site Plan 
review is required for certain residential projects in the SR zoning district. However, this provision applies 
specifically to "dwellings". Therefore, since this is only a garage, and not a "dwelling", Site Plan review by the 
Planning Board will not be required.

C:\Users\Owner\Docurnents\Philipstown\Planning Board\Pre-Applications - MISC\Ward - 69 Hi Vue Terrace\04-05-18 Ward pre-appl memo.rjg.doc



Town of Philipstown 
April 5, 2018 
Page 2

RE: Ward Residential Site; 69 Hi Vue Terrace

Zoning Board of Appeals Review Required:
As noted above, since the proposed garage exceeds the above-noted size limitations, variances from the 
Zoning Board of Appeals will be required.

Site Plan Review Required:
As noted above, no Site Plan review will be required for this matter.

Major/Minor:
As was noted above, pursuant to the * note under the Town's "Use Table" that is applicable to single family 
residences in the SR district, residential projects for which Site Plan review is required shall be treated as a 
"Minor" project by the Planning Board. Therefore, the procedures specified in §175-67 should be followed.

Waivers: None were discussed during the pre-application conference.

Town Overlay Districts: The property does not appear to fall within any of the Town's overlay districts.

Fees: Based upon the Town permits required, it would appear that the following fees would apply:
Zoning Board of Appeals
Area Variances required - $100 per variance requested, or $200 total
Escrow (if required by ZBA Chair) - $5,000 (un-used monies returned to applicant)

It should be noted that the application fees and escrow deposit should be posted with separate checks. The 
necessary application forms can be obtained from the Town's web site, or from Tara Percacciolo, secretary to 
the Boards. Her office is in the Town Building Department.

If the applicant is successful in obtaining the above-noted approvals, they could then proceed to file for a 
building permit from the Town Building Department.

Expected Referrals:

It does not appear that referrals to any other Town Boards or outside agencies will be required.

c: Anthony Merante, Planning Board Chair
Bob Dee, Zoning Board of Appeals Chair 
Tara Percacciolo, PB/ZBA Secretary 
Max Garfinkle, NRRO
Greg Wunner, Code Enforcement Officer 
Stephen Gaba, Esq.
Applicant

I

Ronald J. Gainer, P.E.. PLLC



APPEAL #_______ Tax Map #____________
Final hearing date_____________________  Zoning Board decision APPROVED / DENIED

Date application submitted___________________

Application fee $__________ Escrow $___________ Received by ________________________

To the Zoning Board of Appeals, Town of Philipstown, New York:

HEREBY appeal the decision of (name and title) LOCtc EcfrAlPr

whereby he/she

GRANTED____DENIED X a BUILDING PERMIT K a CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

WHEN FILLING OUT APPLICATION, ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES AS NECESSARY TO ANSWER 
QUESTIONS.

1. LOCATION OF PROPERTY: (Give 911 address and a map and detailed narrative giving
directions to the property using road names, such as Route 9 or 9D, Old Albany Post Road, East 
Mountain Road South, etc. and landmarks such as Garrison School, North Highlands Fire House, 
Highlands Country Club, etc:

2. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS (include those opposite on 
streels/highways. Use additional sheets if necessary. This information may be obtained in the Town assessor's office)



4/6/2018 Philipstown Building Department to 69 Hy Vue Terrace, Cold Spring, NY 10516 - Google Maps

Go gle Maps Philipstown Building Department to 69 Hy Vue Terrace, Drive 4.3 miles, 8 min 
Cold Spring, NY 10516
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Philipstown Building Department

t 1. Head northeast on NY-301 E/Main St toward Parsonage St
0 Continue to follow NY-301 E

*1 2. Turn left onto U.S. 9 N

1* 3. Turn right onto E Mountain Rd S

*1 4. Turn left onto Hy Vue Terrace
0 Destination wili be on the left

0.3 mi

69 Hy Vue Terrace

These directions are for planning purposes only. You may find that construction projects, 
traffic, weather, or other events may cause conditions to differ from the map results, and you 
should plan your route accordingly. You must obey all signs or notices regarding your route.

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Phi lipstown+Building+Department,+Main+Street,+Cold+Spring,+NY/69+Hy+Vue+Terrace,+Cold+Spring,+NY+10516/@41.4426... 1/1
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27.8-1-58
O'SULLIVAN CHRISTOPHER 
4226 NAPIER AVE

RONX, NY 10470

27.8-1-59
O'SULLIVAN CHRISTOPHER 
OSULLIVAN KATHLEEN 
4226 NAPIER AVE

27.12-1-51
KELLI-ANN DITRAGLIA 
59 HYVUE TERRACE 
COLD SPRING, NY 10516

27.12-1-52
BARTON EUGENE 
60 HY VUE TERR 
COLD SPRING, NY 10516

27.12-1-35
GORE RICHARD 
60 PERKS BLVD 
COLD SPRING, NY 10516

27.8-1-46
ENG-WONG JAMES DAVID 
COLLINS-ENG-WONG M 
68 PERKS BLVD

27.8-1-47 
WARD DANIEL 
WARD REBECCA 
69 HY VUE TER

27.8-1-48
DUNCAN HAWES 
TAMAGNA.SARINA 
73 HY VUE TER

27.8-1-45 
ETTA THOMAS 
ETTA MARYLYNN 
74 PERKS BLVD

27.8-1-49 
GOLAN FRANK 
GOLAN CATHERINE 
77 HY VUE TER

27.8-1-44
LISIKATOS GEORGE 
LISIKATOS ANNA 
80 PERKS BLVD

27.8-1-43
BAUMLER GLENN 
BAUMLER SHELLEY 
86 PERKS BLVD

27.8-1-57
O'SULLIVAN CHRISTOPHER 
O'SULLIVAN KATHLEEN 
4226 NAPIER AVE



3. PROVISIONS OF ZONING CODE INVOLVED (give Article, Seclion, Sub-section, paragraph by number,
Do not quote text of code) x I X \

($) /7S-7Y(&.)

4, PREVIOUS APPEAL (If there have been any previous appeals far this property or any portion thereof, set forth the 
appeal number, date, relief sought and the ZBA decision resuiting)

TYPE OF APPEAL:

______an INTERPRETATION of the Zoning Code or Maps

X a VARIANCE from the Zoning Code

______a SPECIAL USE PERMIT under the Zoning Code

5. DETAILS OF APPEAL (Complete only that section which applies to the appeal you are submitting)

(a) INTERPRETATION of the Zoning Code is requested

(1) An exact statement of the interpretation requested is:



(b) a VARIANCE from the Zo1ning Code is requested;

In) e pro
co PPk 'Foo'^pri 

r?s-/ob<fs-)

<XIZ\

(1) An exacl stalement df the details of the variance requestedlance requested is: , . f /
•"Vo <x e7|cxx>Ue^6>t

*^C> cla arerc (j&DO ,
/7£-7^(ed s/sul o\p

tjuir\ o.je-C&sSof'iy ^TrcczT"f'o "'f~lse^ s/z-C,
pr/>cJpa-( ■

(2) The grounds on which

3eft ectfa-c-h.
his variance should be granted are:w

(c) a SPECIAL USE PERMIT is requested:

(1) The reason the pe mil is requested:

3
o

(2) An exact statement of use for which the permit is requested:

(3) The facts showing the use is permitted as a SPECIAL USE under the code and the 
ability of the applicant to comply with all requirements of the code for granting of a 
special use permit:

i



(b) a VARIANCE from the Zoning Code is requested:

(2) We have lived here for 29 years and plan on retiring 
here. This is our home and we love living here and do not 
want to move. The reason that we are requesting the extra 
space is:
a. Our basement garage was designed for smaller cars and 
is too tight a fit for our larger four-wheel drive vehicles that 
we use to commute to work in. We have a third car and all 
the cars sit outside in the driveway. We would like to park 
them the proposed garage.
b. We have a 20-foot boat with a trailer that sits in the 
driveway. We would like to store it in the proposed garage.
c. We own a vintage car and we will probably purchase 
another one after we retire. We would like to store them in 
the proposed garage.
d. We have no attic storage because we have trusses and 
have been using the basement garage and the spare rooms 
for storage. We would like to use a portion of the proposed 
garage for storage so we can clear out our house. We would 
then put our exercise equipment in the basement garage.
e. Rebecca’s parents are getting up in their years and may 
move in with us soon so we need to prepare room for them 
in our home. The extra space in the proposed garage would 
be used to store their belongings.
f. Since we have little room in the basement garage, most of 
the yard equipment is sitting outside. We would like to store 
this in the proposed garage since we have no shed.
g. We would like some of the room in the proposed garage 
for our hobbies.
h. The appearance of our property would improve if 
everything were stored in the proposed garage.

We are meeting the required setbacks and the extra space 
would allow us to fully enjoy our property.



STATE OF NEW YORK, COUNTY OF PUTNAM

being duly 
represents

Signature of applicant or agent

ppeai and papers attached; that the statements and 
of my knowledge and belief.

Sworn before me this 0 Clay of 20?g
Notary,_______________County.________ ___________________ ___________________________

GREGORYF WUNNER 
Notoy FUMo, Mlt of New York 

05WU0214049 
(MM In Putnam County

Commissfon Expires

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS: (1) For a VARIANCE or INTERPRETATION please submit (7) 
individual packets

(2) For a SPECIAL USE PERMIT please submit (19) individual packets

each packet containing one each of the below listed items. These items are very specific and MUST be 
complied with exactly

1. Completed appeal form
2. Deed to property
3. Denied application for Building Permit or Certificate of Occupancy
4. Building plans wilh ONE ORIGINAL professional seal and signature
5. Survey prepared by NYS licensed surveyor, showing all property lines, structures and 

dimensions to property lines. One survey with ORIGINAL professional seal and signature
6. Certificates of Occupancy for any existing structures
7. Contour maps as required by conditions



PHILIPSTOWN ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
SUPPLEMENTAL WORKSHEET FOR AREA VARIANCE APPLICANTS

In accordance with state law, the Zoning Board must grant or deny an area variance based on specified factors and a 
balancing of "the benefit to the Applicant if the variance is granted, as weighed against the detriment to the health, safely 
and welfare of the neighborhood or community". We have developed this Supplement to assist you with preparing, 
submitting and presenting your case to the Zoning Board. Please complete the factors 1a - 5 below and submit with your 
application (attach additional pages if necessary). We have provided suggested questions which will assist you in 
answering each factor and in preparing for the Board's review. It is strongly suggested that you structure your 
presentation at the hearing in accordance with the factors. Provide facts and proof to support each factor

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERD BY THE BOARD

1a. What possible detriment would the variance have on nearby properties?
How close are nearby structures? - Will your structure be visible to others or will it

/ block a view? - Do you propose exterior lights7,

(W\.ch ^e-e. ~/Ae^ c\Ara

by }qJ\ twj?z.r/pWe-n c?r i/\ i<^_________________________
bfeejc. 'v/ZetU. vbe, "fvrzv u u.u'/'sVe Iyy K

1 b. What impacts woufd the variance have on the character of the neighborhood?
Have others in the neighborhood received similar variances? - Does the 
Neighborhood contain similar structures with similar selbacks/heights etc.?
Is your property similar to or different from others in the area? - if several of your 
neighbors were to receive variances in the future similar to the one you now request, 
would the neighborhood b&changed?

2. If you didn't get the variance, how else could you build what you want or accomplish your 
goaf?

For example: different location or design; shorter fence;sma!ler deck; smaller 
overhang or addition?

/ i<4rus-i ve <xreg»-> ovy ovr

I As.Z< <?U<~ Q.CXS,

y-po-g
*_pn>f>eAfa/u)fc bhoolol Ug-evU/c

t>rg.

O,a-ro-qe, is.

3. What is Code requirement you seek to vary?
? Seg>/)p<*s /7S~ (ofo (s') <xv\d, !l5~ "W(&)

? IjOoO -4. ?s Qs-HolOo-UteHow large of a variance do you seek?

Yb 2-,



FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD

1 b. The proposed garage is designed to look like a 
residential structure, as reflected in the elevation drawings, 
and incorporates dormers, which we think will add to the 
character of the neighborhood. We plan to use earth tones 
for the roof and siding so that the structure will blend in with 
the surroundings. We have left trees along the street in front 
of our property and will leave trees along the side of the 
garage to provide a buffer from the street for the 
neighborhood. Other neighbors have not received similar 
variances. There are similar smaller structures with similar 
setbacks and heights. Our property is different than most of 
the properties in the neighborhood. As you drive up Hy Vue 
Terrace, you will notice that most of the houses are much 
closer together than at the top of the hill to the end of the cul- 
de-sac where we are located. This is because the other lots 
are much longer and narrower than ours. Additionally, most 
of the properties have a steep slope behind the house. Our 
lot is very wide and flattens out as you go towards the back 
giving it more usable space. If several of my neighbors were 
to receive a similar variance, I don’t think that it would 
change the neighborhood because there are only a few lots 
with enough buildable area. Neighbors that are building don’t 
seem to be interested in building large garages even though 
they are allowed. They are adding onto their houses.



4. What impact or effect will the variance have on the current physical and environmental
conditions in ihe area? Is there grading (or blasting) proposed? - Will you be paving previously unpaved

surfaces? - Are you proposing lo remove any vegetation? - Are there wetlands or 
other watercourses on site? - Will normal drainage patterns be affected? - How 
close are the nearest wells and septic systems? - Will the proposed use or activity 
produce emissions (noise or odors)? ~ Will traffic be increased? - Is the area considered scenic?

S?-e- e- vpj~7

5. is the variance requested as a result of a "self-created hardship"?
Was there a need for the variance when you purchased the property? - How long 
ago did you purchase the properly? - Did you build the structure without a permit? 
Is the need for a variance as a result of someone's mistake? Describe

ickj'see. N<3-S



FACTORS TO BE CONSISDERED BY THE BOARD

4. The variance will allow us the space to store our vehicles, 
boat, trailer, and yard equipment that are currently sitting 
outside improving the appearance of the property. There will 
be no grading or blasting required. Approximately 600 
square feet of new pavement would need to be added in 
front of the garage as shown on the site plan. Some trees 
will need to be removed, but we are keeping as many as 
possible for a buffer. The neighbors on the left and right of 
our property over the years have cut down almost all of their 
trees up to the property line between us. I have intentionally 
left trees in front of the property line on the left and right to 
maintain a buffer for us and our neighbors. There are no 
wetlands or watercourses on our property. Normal drainage 
patterns will not be affected. The nearest well is ours, which 
is 96 feet away. The nearest septic system is ours, which is 
57 feet away. The proposed activity will not produce noise or 
odors. Traffic will not be increased. We feel that the area is 
scenic.



Michael C Bartoiotti, County Clerk

Putnam County Office Building 
40 Gleneida Avenue Room 100 
Cannel, New York 10512
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BARGAIN AND SALE DEED 
WITH COVENANT AGAINST GRANTOR ACTS

THIS INDENTURE, made the 25th day of February, 2016, 

between Daniel Ward, having an address at 69 Hy Vue Terrace, Cold Spring, New York 10516, 

party of the first part, and

Rebecca Ward, having an address at 69 Hy Vue Terrace, Cold Spring, New York 10516,

party of the second part:

WITNESSETH, that the party of the first part, in consideration of one dollar and other good and 
valuable consideration, lawful money of the United States, paid by the party of the second part, does 
hereby grant and release unto the party of the second part, her successors and assigns forever, ALL that 
certain plot, piece or parcel of land, lying, situate and being in the Town of Phillipstown, County of 
Dutchess, State of New York, being more particularly described in the “Schedule A” (or “Exhibit A”) 
attached hereto and made a part hereof;

Subject to all covenants, easements and restrictions of record, if any, affecting said premises;

TOGETHER with all right, title and interest, if any, of the party of the first part in and to any 
streets and roads abutting the above described premises to the center lines thereof;

TOGETHER with the appurtenances and all the estate and rights of the party of the first part in 
and to said premises;

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the premises herein granted unto the party of the second part, her 
successors and assigns forever. And the party of the first part covenants that he has not done or suffered 
anything whereby the said premises have been encumbered in any way whatever.

AND the party of the first part/grantor, in compliance with Section 13 of the Lien Law, covenants 
that the party of the first part/grantor will receive the consideration for this conveyance and will hold the 
right to receive such consideration as a trust fund to be applied first for the purpose of paying the cost of 
the improvement and will apply the same first to the payment of the cost of the improvement before using 
any part of the total of the same for any other purpose. The word “party” or “grantor” shall be construed 
as if it read “parties” or “grantors” whenever the sense of this document so requires.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the first part has hereunto set his hand and seal the day 
and year first above written.

Daniel Ward

NYSBA's Residential Real Estate Forms (9/00) © 2016 Matthew Bender & Co., a member of the LexisNexis Group.



SCHEDULE A

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

All that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the Town of Philipstown, County of 
Putnam and State of New York known and designated as Lot No. 9 on a certain map entitled "Fenichel 
Development, Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New York", made by John W, Drummond, P.C. and L.S. 
dated June 3,1959 and filed in the Office of the Putnam County Clerk on September 14,1959, as Map No.
863 being bounded and described as follows:

Beginning at a point on the westerly side of Hy Vue Terrace where same is intersected by the division tine 
between Lots Nos. 8 and 9 as shown on the aforesaid map;
Running thence along same N. 74 degrees 25' 00" W. 194.35 feet to a point along easterly line of Perk's 
Subdivision;
Running thence etong same N. 17 degrees 58' E. 91.91 feet to a point, N. 19 degrees 13’ E. 89.66 feet to a 
point and N. 17 degrees 50' E. 97.60 feet to a point along the division line between Lots No. 9 and 10 as shown 
on the aforesaid map;
Running thence along same S. 52 degrees 20' 00*' E. 213.21 feet to a point along the westerly side of Hy Vue 
Terrace;
Running thence along same on a curve to the left having a radius of 565.33 feet for a length 140,00 feet to a 
point and $. 15 degrees 35* W. 60.00 feet to the point or place of beginning.

"Being the same premises described in the deed to Margarette K. LaFoltette and Daniel Ward, as joint tenants 
with rights of survivorship, by deed dated April 28,1995 and recorded May 25,1995 in the County of Putnam in 
Liber 1291 at page 241.

The said Margarette K. LaFoliette died a resident of the Town of Kent; County of Putnam, State of New York, on 
February 22,1999, leaving Daniel Ward surviving joint tenant



STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF PUTNAM

On the 25th day of February in the year 2016, before me, the undersigned, personally appeared 
Daniel Ward, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the 
individual(s) whose name(s) is (are) subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same in his capacity(ies), and that by his signature(s) on the instrument, the individual(s), or 
the person upon behalf of which the individual(s) acted, executed the instrument.

Notary Public - State of New Yak ’ 
s / Joseph S. Sayegh - O2SA5O18204
f / Qualified in Dutchess County ’

—Z'S—'——/ Commission Exp: Sept 20. St 017
(signature ancfoftice~pindividual taking ackno^JMgmcnt)

Deed

Title No. NOT APPLICABLE Section 27.8
Block -1

Daniel Ward Lot -47
To County or Town Phillipstown, Putnam County

Rebecca Ward Street Address 69 Hy Vue Terrace
Cold Spring, New York 10516

NYSBA's Residential Real Estate Forms (9/00) © 2016 Matthew Bender & Co.f a member of the LexisNexis Group.
-2-



Town of Philipstown
Code Enforcement Office 

238 Main Street, PO Box 155 
Cold Spring, NY 10516 

Office (845) 265- 5202 Fax (845) 265-2687

OWNER CONSENT & AUTHORIZED AGENT FORM

Date:

i, residing at
Owner

67 H'a O /J y/^^z&do hereby authorize
lty Tax Recordsling Address, being the same as Putnam Coun

j residing at
Authorized Agent

67 Z/y VA P57/? to act as my agent in

securing permits in the Town of Philipstown at the following location;

67 /fy Vi/e /e-rnxee. 2-7. g'-z- y 7
Street Address and Tax Map Number

I, as owner of this property, understand that I am responsible for any information and work 

submitted and performed by my agent. I further understand that each time my agent applies for a 

permit, that he/she must submit a new authorization form to the Town of Philipstown.

State of
County of

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this <6 day of A^/t. ______
By (Owner’s name) , who is personally known to me or as identificatio

- -

.20 A/

shown:

Notary Public Signatiue 
Printed Name of Notary:
My commission expires:____

Type of Identification

Crofta
1 CnmmiCommission #

F. WUNNER 
ktofNswYorit

OIWUttMGtt 
QusMsd to Pubwm County

Commission Expires 12/21/2'W<T t 
______________ 010311
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CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Certificate of Occupancy No.. .....z^.^.______ Application N° 1886
Location of Premises.....'L’Vu
....................?3^SK^«..A/i.Afl.4i.7.4f.... of..... ii&vsxisi:
Heretofore filed an application for a building peimit pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance/Sanitary 
Code, Building Code and the Laws in effect in the Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New 
York, having paid the required fee therefor an J the undersigned having by personal inspection 
ascertained that the applicant -has subsequently proceeded with the erection or improvement of 
the proposed structure in compliance with the requirements of the laws as aforementioned and 
that the said work and materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that 
the premises have now been fully completed and are ready for occupancy pursuant to the provi
sions of law, Now, therefore, this certificate of occupancy is hereby issued under the seal of the 

Town of Philipstown this..................-.day of....... ..............................................., 19
Not valid unless signed in ink by a duly authorized agent TOWN OF PHILIPSTQ5 W YORK
of and under the seal & the Phili By

BUILDING PERMIT
7">f » 7-*' >«./ 

Application N° 1886 
Location of Premises..ZrZyf-.iZ.^.^..-Z<<//.^-.^...7..„.tZ„^._..^ZL^>.Z..//.fe„„^

......Ttf ................................................ of........
heretofore filed an application for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, Sanitary 
Code, Building Code and the Laws in effect in the Town of PhDingtown, Putnam County, New
York, and having paid the required fee in the sum of......................................., it appearing from the
said application that the proposed improvement is intended to and will comply with the require
ments of tge 'law as aforementioned, a building permit is hereby granted this.........________day of

> is ? > i

Additional information................... .............................................................................................................................
...... ...................................................................................___________________ ____
Not valid unless signed in ink by a duly authorized agent 
trf and under the seal of the Town of Philipstown.

TOWN OF PHILIPS 

By



5820
/^xX '//Philipstown Tax Map. 

Location of Premises

heretofore f( 
Laws In effd

ira/anfppi
fit In this T<

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

mikZWhZ ,» Xr</.
o the Zoning baw, Saoftai

J3ks

_____________' ______________ r _ having
Ilcatlon for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Lfow, Saqtfary Code, Building Code and the

, Putnam county, New York, haying paid the required fee therefore and theown of Philipstown,---------- --------- ,. „.
undersigned having by Inspection ascertained that the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or Im
provement of the proposed structure In compliance with the requirements of the lows as aforementioned and that the 
said work and materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that the premises have now been 
full j completed and are ready for occupancy pursuant to the provisions of *awy^QW, therefore, this certificate of 

occupancy Is hereby toued under the seal of the Town of Philipstown this /Z? day of

- TOWN. OF/FHIMIPSTOWN, NEW YORK

Not valid unleu signed In Ink by a duly authorized agent and under 

the Mai ol llw Town of Phlllpsluwn,

By

TOWN OEf l>IPSTOWN, NEW YORK

______
\ CZI t bUllDINQ INSPECTOR

The Cold Spring Pros*, Cold Spring, NY

BUILDING PERMIT 5820
Philipstown Tax Map. 

Location of Premis

Block_^-------------------

X/y lZ?e‘T&v? • JP0'"
Lot

having
heretofore ffled ar/apf)iic6tion for a building pednit pursuant to the Zoning Law, Sanftary Code, Building Code and the 

’hilipstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee in the sum
it appearing from the said application that the proposed 

with the requirements of the law as aforementioned, a building permit is
hereby granted this

Additional information:

valiy unless signed In ink by a duly authorized agent and under 

the seal ol (he Town ol Philipstown.

~&q yz*

STOWN, NEW YORK

The Cold Spring Press, Cold Spring, NY



State Wide inspection Services 
21 Old Main Street 
Fishkill NY 12524

845 202-7224 Phone 
914-219-1062 Fax

Email: flfflseE&SdKMa 
website: wwwjwtenv.com

BY THIS CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE STATE WIDE INSPECTION SERVICES
CERTIFIES THAT:
Upon the application of:
CA Ricci Electrical Contract
3915 Route 9
Coldspring, NY 10516

Located at: 69 Hyvue Terrace Cold Spring, NY 10516

Certificate Number: 2014-9278

Section;27.8 Block: 1 Lot:47 BDC: 807

Upon premises owned by: 
Daniel Ward 
69 Hyvue Terrace 
CoidSpring, NY 10516

Electrical Permit Number: 1191-1410

below. The electrical system consisting 
at: 69 Hyvue Terrace Cold Spring,

The Outside, Basement W 
and the detail of the 
of December 2014.

Building Permit Number:

Generator
Automatic Transfer Switch

Officer: Frank J> Farina

This certificate may not be altered 
location indicated.

wwwjwtenv.com
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https://www.gG .com/maps/(ft 41,4612145.-73.9165404,16z/data- !5m 1' 1 e4
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To the

Zoning Board of Appeals of the Town of Philipstown

The Appeal Request of

PP11 Inc. and Lucky Enough Inc
Officers: Kevin and Dana Reymond 

For An

Area Variance

Property Location
28 and30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison, New York, 10524

Dated
April 9th, 2018



HOGAN & ROSSI
Attorneys At Law 

Three Starr Ridge Road-Suite 200 
Brewster, New York 10509 
Telephone; (845) 279-2986 
Facsimile; (845)279-6425

(845) 278-6135

John J. Hogan 
Donald M. Rossi 
David Simon 
Mieh^i r Mmri*
Jamie Spillane 
Sean Lewis 
* Also Admitted in CT

Of Counsel 
Charles J. Acker 
Nancy Tagliaflerro* 
Marv Jane MacCrae

April 12, 2018

Greg Wunner, Zoning Administrator and ZEO
Town of Philipstown
238 Main Street
Cold Spring, New York 10516

Re: April 4, 2018 Denial Letter for 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane

Dear Mr, Wunner:

In connection with the above Denial Letter, it has become apparent to us that an additional 
variance is required to permit the deck that is proposed to be located on 28 Hudson River Lane in the 
north-westernmost corner of the property, That structure is proposed within the 20' foot side-yard 
setback and up to within 6 inches of the northern property line. A variance of 19'6" is, therefore, required.

Additionally, we felt it necessary to clarify the Denial Letter to confirm that while two structures 
are proposed to be built and connected by a deck, it is a single-family residential structure.

We ask that this letter be entered into the record as part of the denial and made part of the 
application so that the additional variance is incorporated into our request.

Thank you in advance and also for all of your courtesies in providing us with the Denial Letter so 
quickly following receipt of our submittal.

Michael T. Liguori

Cc: Mrs. Dana Reymond



Zoning dolculofldns
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Town of Philipstown
Cods Enforcement Otllup 

23# Mum Street, PO flux 155 
Cold Spring, NY I OS 16

Office (845> 205- 5202 F»x (#45) 205-2687

Dana Reymond 4/4/2018
16 Hudson St. 3B
New York, NY 10013

Re: Reconstruction of two single family structures
Location: 28 & 30 Hudson River Lane
Tax map #s 89.7-1-7 and 89.7-1-8 RR zone

Included;
1. Application for a Building/Zoning permit 
2 Proposed site plan 
3. Building plans

The applicant proposes to demo/reconstruct two existing buildings replacing with 
new structures to be joined by a deck and combining both lots upon approval.

The applicant has provided a summary of variances required to qualify for a 

building permit, (attached) Also included are other conditions and requirements,

Due to the fact that your project does not comply with current regulations listed 
the application is DENIED.

If you are aggrieved by this decision, you may submit an application to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals pursuant to the provisions of Article IV of the Town Code 
Within 60 Days from the date of this letter. An application is enclosed.

Any questions please contact this office.

Greg Wunner

Zonin EO



28 Hudson River Lane Is a 15,850 $q. ft parcel Improved by a l-story, 2*be^lroom, slrtgle-famlly residence 
consisting of 876 gross sq. ft., a 396 sq, ft, garage, a well and a non-conforming »ept(c pit, The residence 
was built In the 1940's as a summer fishing cottage, The parcel Is non-conforming as to size |5-ecre 
minimum) and the structures are non-conforming as they presently lie within the front and side yard 
setbacks.

30 Hudson River Lane Is also 15,850 sq. ft parcel and Is Improved by a 2-story, 2-badroom, single-family 
residence consisting of 1,497 gross sq, ft., a 396 sq, ft. metal garage, a well and a non-tonformlhg se pile 
pit, This residence Is believed to have also been built as a one-story summer fishing cottage, which was 
then renovated with vertical and horizontal additions,

The parcels He In a Rural Residential District and the Scenic Protection, Flood Plain and Regional Aquifer 
overlay districts. The parcels lie within the A£ flood zone, which has a Flood elevation of 7 feetabove the 
North American Vertical Datum of 1988 according to the flood maps revised March 4th, 2017, NAP/Panpl 
361026/0178.

Mr, and Mrs, Reymond wish to demolish the two homes, the metal shed and the concrete block garage 
and build anew. Their plan, following receipt of all approvals, is to merge the two separate parcels, into 
one parcel and construct a two-bedroom single-family residence consisting of |2) one-Story structures 
(totaling 2,180 sq. ft ) with pervious shading devices (open overhangs) connected by a pervious deck and 
[2J garages (totaling 792 sq, ft.) One structure will have a small view perch. All of the foregoing js shown 
on the attached site plan and renderings.

ZONING BOARD APPROVALS AND VARIANCES SOUGHT:

1. Special Permit of the Zoning Board of Appeals per 175-236(2) to permit enlargement of non- 
conforming structure;

2, Variance of 175-23C to permit the non-conforming structures to be moved; (not sure...)
3 Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 5'9" from side lot line (20 required- 

variance of 14'3" feet);
4. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 19'.35" from side lot line (20 required- 

variance of .65' feet); and

5. Variance of 175-23A to permit accessory structure to be 12'9" from side lot line (20 required- 
variance of 5'3" feet);

6. *Variance of 175-llb to permit accessory structure to be 27' from front line (60' required- 
variance of 33' feet)

7. * Variance of 175-llb to permit accessory structure to be 27' from front line (60' required- 
variance of 33' feet)

•Note #6 allows ZBA to reduce front yard setbacks to the prevailing setbacks in the immediate 
neighborhood on all roads. Therefore, our request Will include request for variance of 33' but 
also for reduction in setback.



OVERLAYS ANO OTHER APPROVALS:

Scenic Protection Overlay
Flood Plain Overlay
Regional Aquifer Overlay
Conservation Commissioner for Wetlands
Site Plan Approval no longer necessary- footprint Is now under 3,000 square feet 

PCHD for septic; and 
NYS DEC for wetlands.

Mt*YCQ£PS ('potf.*)

Flcop> PlMh cwiT&jc-riotJ
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Community Support Letters

1.

2.

3.
4.

#26 HRL: Oneill/Ward 

#24 HRL: Smith 
#22 HRL: Mars/Berland 

#12 HRL: Choy
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April 3rd'2018

From: Dana Sottile Reymond and Kevin Reymond
Property owners of 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison 10524

To: The Town of Philipstown
RE: Lot Merger Commitment: 28-30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison, 10524

To all concerned parties:

As per the technical report issued on March 22nd by Ronald Gainer surrounding our development 

request for the above address, we are writing to acknowledge our commitment to legally merge 
our two lots, numbers 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane should the required approval agencies act 
favorably upon our application. We further acknowledge that the merger of the two lots must be 

officially recorded prior to receiving a building permit.

Kevin and I appreciate your consideration which enables us to initiate our application to move 

forwards.

Sincerely,

Dana Sottile Reymond



Town of Philipstown
Code Enforcement Office 

238 Main Street, PO Box 155
Cold Spring, NY 10516 

Office (845) 265- 5202 Fax (845) 265-2687

Dana Reymond 4/4/2018
16 Hudson St. 3B 
New York, NY 10013

Re: Reconstruction of two single family structures
Location: 28 & 30 Hudson River Lane
Tax map #s 89.7-1-7 and 89.7-1-8 RRzone

Included;
1. Application for a Building/ Zoning permit
2. Proposed site plan
3. Building plans

The applicant proposes to demo/reconstruct two existing buildings replacing with 
new structures to be joined by a deck and combining both lots upon approval.

The applicant has provided a summary of variances required to qualify for a 
building permit, (attached) Also included are other conditions and requirements.

Due to the fact that your project does not comply with current regulations listed 
the application is DENIED.

If you are aggrieved by this decision, you may submit an application to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals pursuant to the provisions of Article IV of the Town Code 
Within 60 Days from the date of this letter. An application is enclosed.

Any questions please contact this office.

Greg Wunner

Zoning Administrator CEO



28 Hudson River Lane Is a 15,850 sq, ft parcel Improved by a 1-story, 2-bedroom, single-family residence 
consisting of 876 gross sq, ft., a 396 sq, ft. garage, a well and a non-conforming septic pit, The residence 
was built In the 1940'$ as a summer fishing cottage. The parcel Is non-conforming as to size (5-ecre 
minimum) and the structures are non-conforming as they presently He within the front and side yard 
setbacks.

30 Hudson River Lane Is also 15,850 sq. ft parcel and Is Improved by a 2-story, 2-bedroom, single-family 
residence consisting of 1,497 gross sq. ft,, a 396 sq. ft. metal garage, a well and a non-conforming septic 
pit, This residence is believed to have also been built as a one-story summer fishing cottage, which was 
then renovated with vertical and horizontal additions.

The parcels lie in a Rural Residential District and the Scenic Protection, Flood Plain and Regional Aquifer 
overlay districts. The parcels lie within the AE flood zone, which has a Flood elevation of 7 feet above the 
North American Vertical Datum of 1988 according to the flood maps revised March 4th, 2017, NAP/Panel 
361026/0178.

Mr. and Mrs. Reymond wish to demolish the two homes, the metal shed and the concrete block garage 
and build anew. Their plan, following receipt of all approvals, is to merge the two separate parcels i nto 
one parcel and construct a two-bedroom single-family residence consisting of [2] one-story structures 
(totaling 2,180 sq. ft.) with pervious shading devices [open overhangs] connected by a pervious deck and 
[2] garages (totaling 792 sq. ft.) One structure will have a small view perch. All of the foregoing is shown 
on the attached site plan and renderings.

ZONING BOARD APPROVALS AND VARIANCES SOUGHT:

1. Special Permit of the Zoning Board of Appeals per 175-23B(2) to permit enlargement of non- 
conforming structure;

2. Variance of 175-23C to permit the non-conforming structures to be moved; (not sure...)
3. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 5'9" from side lot line (20 required- 

variance of 14'3" feet);
4. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 19'.35" from side lot line (20 required- 

variance of .65' feet); and
5. Variance of 175-23A to permit accessory structure to be 12'9" from side lot line (20 required- 

variance of 5'3" feet);
6. *Variance of 175-llb to permit accessory structure to be 27' from front line (60' required- 

variance of 33' feet)
7. *Variance of 175-llb to permit accessory structure to be 27' from front line (60' required- 

variance of 33' feet)

*Note #6 allows ZBA to reduce front yard setbacks to the prevailing setbacks in the immediate 
neighborhood on all roads. Therefore, our request will include request for variance of 33' but 
also for reduction in setback.



OVERLAYS AND OTHERAPPROVALS;

Scenic Protection Overlay
Flood Plain Overlay
Regional Aquifer Overlay
Conservation Commissioner for Wetlands
Site Plan Approval no longer necessary- footprint Is now under 3,000 square feet 
PCHD for septic; and 
NYS DEC for wetlands,



NOTICE TO APPLICANTS

READ ALL INFORMATION ON THIS APPLICATION CAREFULLY. WE WILL ASSIST YOU AS MUCH 
AS POSSIBLE, BUT IT IS NOT OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO GATHER INFORMATION, MAKE COPIES 
OR ASSEMBLE APPLICATION PACKAGES.

Alt submissions to the Zoning board of Appeals must be submitted a minimum of two calendar weeks 
prior to being placed on the agenda for review.

The initial review of the application by the Board wiH be to insure completeness of the application only. If 
the application is deemed complete, a public hearing date will be set and the applicant win be so notified. 
If the application is deemed incomplete for any reason, the applicant will be notified of the additional 
requirements of the Board

The application must contain detailed directions tc the property to enable the Board members to make 
site visits as required. The property must also be property posted with the correct 911 address as 
required by the town code.

A copy of the Zoning Code and Zoning Map is available in the office of the Town Clerk,

Se prepared to present facts and any additional information the Board may need at the time of the public 
hearing.

Ail applications for a SPECIAL USE PERMIT must also oe referred to the Town Planning Board This will 
be done by the clerk of the Zoning Beard.

FEES: payable at time of application - Variance - $2©8-«® f»* - <»«»****'

interpretation - $200.00 

Special Use Permit - $ 5QG.00

ESCROW: $ 1000.00

Payette at time of application;

Returnable after adoption of final ZBA resolution and payment of any consulting lees incurred

(



APPEAL #_______ Tax Map #e>^,l-t-^ + to
Final hearing date_______________ _ Zoning Board decision APPROVED f DENIED

Date
application submitted fl.1%

Application tea $ Escrow $ Receded by.

Zoning Soard of Appeals, Town of Philipstown, New York.

19 at lie <^r<gj r;*a&, fw 15>p£- Hf. foof^

To the Zoning Soard of Appeals, Town of Philipstown, New York.

* (we)^ 

residing

Telephone: home. 117 555 business 7Jt- M

HEREBY appeal the decision of (name and foie) &ul4iwj

a BUILDING PERMIT a CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

whereby he/she

GRANTED____DENIED_____  ___

For A ^t!^c frw''ty /Jodie e Tt^d ^y/vujcl /H~ z?tV<A

To v VLev^N , Wfiwil ^-UjcK-y ,

of lu UrUflioA rnte&r, f vr _______________

For property at tax map # -^'3. V?t8_______ in zoning district _ Re

WHEN FILLING OUT APPLICATION. ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES AS NECESSARY TO ANSWER 
QUESTIONS.

1. LOCATION OF PROPERTY; (Give 911 address and a map and detailed narrative giving 
directions to the property using road names, such as Route 9 or 9D, Old Albany Post Road, East 
Mountain Road South, etc and landmarks such as Garrison School, North Highlands Fire House,
Highlands Country Ciui>s etc f

TSy-'ifi -HmoUoH LmO, WVAfeoK, 1d52A{ .

Dp,iSL Sooth o4w frjfc IP • Tjpmo P-ifoffT onto
. T^vof Jo«>y zv-U ofcoss -fe

NpVro K)oHh PAilf^Az^ -fa&ol££ . hUk^ a (HC> 44e 
IS h>0R.k«i A 

is mieLed on c< (c^Jarz/^.LiceLQ*'
2. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS (include ttefe opposite on ’

streets?highways Use adOfttunat meets i? necessary This utformabGn may be ootained kt the Town assessors office)

^UeOUi-uyhrtL Ck&ilf 4qo^- Ir4&&4



; J i7 <;«CL’ 5 -At' ,? '!HP- ; "A -r; S’:'/'.** VAD iQ've *r;cte ;xX' ?ph rl'

A- •<:! XX

PREVIOUS APPEAL ’Jf Ci«ut i’,;r.-e bae.-< any roseate for A.i> nx-psX c* any ponton ‘berex sal foO iha
rumbgi AA oxyri xr: tbe ’ftA decision *«su^.i-^y

rj/ft

T-ZPE 0’ AWfx.l

______ ar ir STEPPRHATIGM oi Zoning Code or Maps

o VA R iANC E n om the Zo? ting Code

....  SPECIAL USE PEEMiT under the Zoning Code

5. OLA AfLS AC APPEAL (Complete on?y W)i secuen svh-ch applies ia (he sppea, you ara suixnt&nQ)

n/j tNT^POQn TOXXo A ’ha ^nipg.Corfa-kr ra^rnsliP-d 

■A ; An swr 6mii'XG.~A cd the in if?/1 pre to ben ct!4^sU<^



ZONING BOARD APPROVAL AND LIST OF VARIANCES SOUGHT:

1. Special Permit of the Zoning Board of Appeals per 175-23B (2) to permit enlargement of 
non-conforming structure;

2. Variance of 175-23C to permit the non-conforming structures to be moved;
3. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 5’9” from side lot line (20 required- 

variance of 14’3” feet);
4. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 19’.35” from side lot line (20 

required- variance of .65’ feet); and
5. Variance of 175-26A to permit accessory structure to be 12’9” from side lot line (20 

required- variance of 5’3” feet);
6. * Variance of 175-11 b to permit accessory structure to be 27’ from front line (60’ required- 

variance of 33’ feet)
7. * Variance of 175-11 b to permit accessory structure to be 27’ from front line (60’ required- 

variance of 33’ feet)

*Note #6 allows ZB A to reduce front yard setbacks to the prevailing setbacks in the 
immediate neighborhood on all roads. Therefore, our request will include request for 
variance of 33’ but also for reduction in setback.



= UAFUANCh ursm me Toning Certs >s fsquesiert

H) An ^KSrtt slaicmei {he ae-isils of ?he vanance rsques*eu i?

/\ l( /35 5*r /Sxr^i /✓* ft-ffache$ li£f~ <yF

~rA Qv-.i! cis* deW'* / /c-CTf/C .

(2) The grounds on which this variance should be granted are'

/J'(I A< S^ /rfTfcfaci Mc/-fc>

(c) a SPECIAL USE PER* 

(1) The reason me pe'

I IT is requested

mil is reauested;

A ((
At Ur ft-(rsxb3

{2} An exact slaiomsrji of use for which Ihe pernUl is requested

4d AS ief' trJ Arr^cktO A'b+to.

:3) The iscts showing the use i$ permitted as a SPECIAL USE under the code and Ihe 
anility of Ice applicant Io comply wilh ui requirements of Ihe code for granting of a 
specie' use pprrpT.

fyl ( A i 'ft c /fe^Wx ,AJ 4-7^K/K<T ■



. R.Ht UPS TOWN 20MN8 SOARD OF APPEALS
SUPPLEMENTAL worksheet for area variance applicants

In accordance witn Slate law, the Zoning Bosts must grantor deny an area variance based on specific factors ana o 

Balancing of Che benefit to she Apphcan; If the variance Is granted, as weighs?) against the detriment to the health, safely 
and welfare of the neighborhood or ownmunityT Ws have developed this Supptement & assist you with preparing, 
sobm^tthg and presenting your case to the Zoning Soard, Please complete the factors 1a - 5 below and submit with ycur 
application (attach seditions! pages if necessary) We have provided suBSSSted questions which witi assist you m 
answering each factor and In orepsring for the Hoard’s review, d is strongly suggested thai you structure your 
presentation at the hearing in accordance with the factors Provide facts and proof to support each factor

FACTORS TO BE CONSiOERD BY THE SOARD

t a. Whst possible detriment would ine variance have on nearby properties?
How close are nearby structures? - Wilt your structure be visible tc others or *wfti it 

block 3 view? Do you propose exterior lights7

•Rleqsc. bk.A^fado^d er

1 b. What impacts would the variance have or. ins character of the neighborhood?
Have others in the neighborhood received simitar variances? - Does the 

Neighborhood contain similar structures with similar setbacks/heights etc,? 
is your property simitar tc or differs nt from other s in the area? - If several of your 
neighbors were to receive var'ances in the future similar to the one you now request, 

would the neighborhood be changed?

^Ei£bsCs^ZZZffiZZ3B£e

2.: tf you didn’t get the variance how else could you build what you want or accomplish your 
goat?

For example; different location ar design, shorter fence smaller deck; smaller 
overhang or addition?

_______ P/b&pvMH £>&&($. tjster ro z •*-___ __

ry 

3 What is Code requir ament you seek to vary

How large of e variance do you see-/
_ Jxi rM 4-mvTgxP .AflTri-



Vifhsi impact or effect wifi the variance have on ihe cunent physical and environmental
conditions in the aree? is there gracing tor blasting) proposed? - Wits you be paving previously unpaved

surfaces? - Are you proposing to remove any vegetation'1 - Are ;here wettonds or 

other watercourses on site? - -AM norma- drainage patterns be affected? - How 
close are the nearest wefts and sepUc systems? - Witt the proposed use or activity 
produce emissions (noise o; odo's,’? - Wi-t traffic be increased? - is iho etrea considered scenic?

fbrase- £<g 'fee, gefraokep

is the variance requested as a result of a "self-created hardship’*?
Wes there a need for the variance when you purchased (he property? - How tong 
ago did you purchase the property? - Did you build the structure without a permit? 
Is the need for a variance as a result of someone's mistake? Oescr&e

£'JUk.
.fid '.gdaegt
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Catrpteted appeal ftyc
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Oented app&cabcn fof Suiiang Remit z- CerUXsie o: Occupancy
&O&<3inQ plans with ONE Oft SfMAh professional seat and a*§nature

Survey prepared by \Y$ licensed surveyor showing s*i property lines, structures and 
dimensions to prrpp;> liras One stZv»v war DR'O’NAt professional seat and signature 
£ed:P~a* 'Xc'.^../1; ?; X 3-; sxv.'J ..:.
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To the

Zoning Board of Appeals of the Town of Philipstown

A letter in support of the Appeal of

PP11 Inc. and Lucky Enough Inc
Officers: Kevin and Dana Reymond

For An

Area Variance

Property Location
28 and30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison, New York, 10524

Dated

April 4th, 2018

Respectfully submitted by
DANA AND KEVIN REYMOND: APPELLANTS
Property location

Currently 28 and30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison NY 10524

Reviewed By:

Michael T. Liguori 
Hogan & Rossi, Esq.
3 Starr Ridge Road, Suite 200 
Brewster, NY 10509 
845-279-2986

Charles Lembo RA
Spaces Architecture
410 West Montauk Highway, Suite2 
Lindenhurst, NY 11757 
631.225.8705

1



SITE INTRODUCTION

Dana and Kevin Reymond own two adjoining parcels of land in Garrison, New York located at 28 and 30 
Hudson River Lane in the hamlet of Manitou. The parcels lie in a Rural Residential District and the Scenic 
Protection, Flood Plain and Regional Aquifer overlay districts. The parcels lie within the AE flood zone, which 
has a Flood elevation of 7 feet above the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 according to the flood maps 
revised March 4th, 2017, NAP/Panel 361026/0178.

28 Hudson River Lane (Tax Lot 89.7-1-8) was acquired by Deed dated April 9, 2013 by Linda A. Borger to 
LUCKY ENOUGH INC. (Dana Reymond, President, Kevin Reymond, Vice-President), which was recorded in 
the Putnam County Clerk’s in Liber 1919 cp 387. This parcel consists of 15,850 sq. ft, of which 7850 sq. ft are 
submerged.

30 Hudson River Lane: (Tax Lot 89.8-1-7) was acquired by Deed dated September 7th, 2012 by Phillip and 
Karen Jache to PP11, INC. (Kevin Reymond, President, Dana Reymond, Vice-President), which was recorded 
in the Putnam County Clerk's Office in Liber 1905 cp 99. This parcel consists of 15,850 sq. ft, of which 7350 
sq. ft are submerged.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

28 Hudson River Lane is a 15,850 sq. ft parcel improved by a 1-story, 2-bedroom, single-family residence 
consisting of 876 gross sq. ft., a 396 sq. ft. metal garage, a well and a non-conforming septic pit. The residence 
was built in the 1940's as a summer fishing cottage. The parcel is non-conforming as to size (5-acre minimum) 
and the structures are non-conforming as they presently lie within the front and side yard setbacks. 28 Hudson 
River Lane has never been renovated, maintained or properly insulated and the structures are inadequate for the 
Reymond's in both construction methods and their programmatic requirements.

30 Hudson River Lane is also 15,850 sq. ft parcel and is improved by a 2-story, 2-bedroom. single-family 
residence consisting of 1.497 gross sq. ft., a 396 sq. ft. concrete block garage, a well and a non-conforming 
septic pit. This residence is believed to have also been built in the 1940’s as a one-story summer fishing 
cottage, which was then renovated with vertical and horizontal additions. The parcel is also non-conforming as 
to size (5-acre minimum) and the structures are also non-conforming as they presently lie within the front and 
side yard setback. This house is also not properly insulated, and the foundations were not engineered correctly 
leaving the structure sloping significantly to the east. Any efforts to make the proper repairs would require 
them to lift the structure. This structure also will not function for the Reymond's: it is a two-story home and 
they wish to reduce climbing stairs as much as possible.

INTENT

Mr. and Mrs. Reymond wish to demolish the two homes, the metal shed and the concrete block garage and 
build anew . Their plan, follow ing receipt of all approvals, is to merge the two separate parcels into one parcel 
and construct a two-bedroom single-family residence consisting of [2] one-story structures (totaling 2.180.25 
sq. ft.) with pervious shading devices [open overhangs| connected by a pervious deck and [2J garages (totaling 
792 sq. ft. One structure will have a small view perch. All the foregoing is shown on the attached site plan and 
renderings.
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BACKGROUND

Kevin and Dana Reymond are restructuring their work environments and reducing their time spent in the office. 
They would like to make their weekend home of five and a half years into a more comfortable place for either a 
future full-time residence or longer-term residence. For the past thirteen years the Reymond’s have wanted a 
home on Hudson River Lane and waited in earnest for seven years before being presented with a purchase 
opportunity for #30 in 2012. A year later they purchased the property to the north, #28 in consideration of future 
development of their dream home. In the interim they rented in Garrison; and they renovated a federal style 
brick home in Cold Spring at 37 Pine Street, on the comer of Parsonage Street, with a result that garnered much 
support from their neighbors.

The site is magnificent and unique. They see great value in producing a new home designed exactly for their 
needs and lifestyles, to be brought up to code to prevent any potential future storm damage as opposed to 
renovating homes that they feel are poorly constructed, and not suitable for them and incongruous in terms of 
living conditions for one family.

The Reymond’s engaged architect Charles Lembo to collaborate on the design of a residence surrounding their 
programmatic needs. Working together and given the sensitive site restraints, Mr. Lembo and Dana Sottile - 
Reymond concluded that the minimum programmatic area necessary is 2180 gross square feet for living space 
and 792 square feet of building storage.

The program design stays within the non-conforming setbacks of the existing structures, eliminates a second 
story structure, decreases the overall existing living space by 432.41 sf and cuts the total bedroom count in half. 
The new development will also lend itself to a proper septic system. By lowering the overall building height by 
seven feet, they offer more privacy and light to their immediate neighbors, and an increased vista of the 
mountains to the east and the foliage to the north consisting of many maple and deciduous trees.

A COMPARISON OF LIVING SPACE AND SQUARE FOOTAGE

Area Proposed Existing Decreased Square Feet
Living space 2312.76 3165.52 852.76
Building Storage 792 825.38 33.38
Bedrooms 2 4 2
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ZONING COMPLIANCE: Neither lot conforms to either the current [2011] or the most previous [1968] 
zoning. The following table summarizes the current zoning requirements and provides a comparison to the 
existing and proposed conditions shown on the most recent surveys completed in 2015 and 2018.

Title Standard * RR Zones 28-30 Hudson River 
Lane (Existing)

Proposed

Proposed Minimum lot 
size

5 acres 0.8 acres .8

Min. Road Frontage 100 feet 100 feet
Min. Front yard Setback 60 feet * 60 feet*

Houses 27'-6”,
Garages

*60 feet:
Houses 27'-6",
Garages

Min. Side yard Setback 30 feet
20 for Principal
20 for Accessory

30 feet
Side Left: 19'.35"
Side Right: 5*9”

Side Left: 19'.35”
Side Right: 5'9”

Min. Rear yard Setback 50 feet Less than 50 feet 208.5'
Max. Impervious
Coverage

10% Less than 20% **10.82 total 
**20.30 upland

Max, Height 40 feet & 3 stories T.B.D.
* Front yard Setback is measured from the centerline of the right-of-way

ZONING BOARD APPROVALS AND VARIANCES SOUGHT:

1. Special Permit of the Zoning Board of Appeals per 175-23B(2) to permit enlargement of non- 
conforming structure;

2. Variance of 175-23C to permit the non-conforming structures to be moved;
3. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 5*9** from side lot line (20 required- variance of 

14'3" feet);
4. Variance of 175-26A to permit principal structure to be 19'.35” from side lot line (20 required- variance 

of .65' feet); and
5. Variance of 175-23A to permit accessory structure to be 12’9** from side lot line (20 required- variance 

of 5*3” feet);

6. *Variance of 175-1 lb to permit accessory structure to be 27" from front line (60' required-variance of 
33' feet)

7. * Variance of 175-1 lb to permit accessory structure to be 27" from front line (60' required-variance of 
33' feet)

*Note #6 allows ZBA to reduce front yard setbacks to the prevailing setbacks in the immediate

neighborhood on ail roads. Therefore, our request will include a request for variance of 33' but also for 
reduction in setback.
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BALANCING TEST

Town Law Section 267-b. Area variances, (a) The zoning board of appeals shall have the power, upon an 
appeal from a decision or determination of the administrative official charged with the enforcement of such 
ordinance or local law, to grant area variances as defined herein.

(b) In making its determination, the zoning board of appeals shall take into consideration the benefit to the 
applicant if the variance is granted, as weighed against the detriment to the health, safety and welfare of the 
neighborhood or community by such grant. In making such determination the board shall also consider: (1) 
whether an undesirable change will be produced in the character of the neighborhood or a detriment to nearby 
properties will be created by the granting of the area variance; (2) whether the benefit sought by the applicant 
can be achieved by some method, feasible for the applicant to pursue, other than an area variance; (3) whether 
the requested area variance is substantial; (4) whether the proposed variance will have an adverse effect or 
impact on the physical or environmental conditions in the neighborhood or district; and (5) whether the alleged 
difficulty was self-created, which consideration shall be relevant to the decision of the board of appeals, but 
shall not necessarily preclude the granting of the area variance.

Below you will find each of the prongs of the test in italics as quoted from Town Taw 267-b. Our responses, per 
prong follow immediately thereafter.

L Whether an undesirable change will be produced in the character of the neighborhood or a detriment 
to nearby properties will be created by the granting of the area variance.

The grant of the variances will not produce an undesirable change in the character of the neighborhood, nor will 
there be a detriment to nearby properties.

As stated above, the two existing non-conforming lots and the two existing single-family residences will be 
merged into a single lot with a single residential use. The merger of lots and use will achieve the goal of 
merger set forth in the Zoning Code and, if approved, the proposed construction will decrease the intensity 
of the use of the sites from two residential uses to one, decrease the livable space by 852.75 sq. ft., decrease 
the height of one of the existing structures from a two-story to a one-story structure, and decrease the 
bedroom count from the existing four bedrooms to two bedrooms. Additionally, the existing two septic 
systems will be repaired and merged to create a single more-conforming system that is adequate in scope 
and size to the two-bedroom proposal. The septic repair alone will eliminate an existing detriment to nearby 
properties.

The character of the neighborhood has already been established with homes constructed within the existing 
setbacks. By maintaining those setbacks, even though variances are now required, there will be no increase 
in density or any new encroachments and, thus, no undesirable change to the existing character.

Further, the project brings new construction vs 1940's and 1990's homes which are devoid of historic value 
and are poorly constructed. The size of the proposed project for a new home is a modest 2312.76 square 
foot, single family dwelling. By today's standards, their home will still be small relative to others in the 
neighborhood and on Hudson River Lane.
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2. Whether the benefit sought bv the applicant can be achieved by same method. feasible far the 
applicant to pursue, other than an area variance.

No, there is no other method that is feasible to pursue other than what is proposed hereby.

Currently, and being that all homes on the Lane began as fifty-foot-wide lots and are in a rural residential 
district with 20-foot side year setbacks, all homes are non-conforming to current code and all recent 
development has required a variance appeal. The current zoning has made it impossible to meet code 
requirements if the structures are to be situated in the same area as the current structures on a typical fifty- 
foot lot.

First and foremost, the design of the residence is specifically driven by the configuration of the parcel. As 
noted on the survey, site plan and smaller site plan attached here, the boat ramp juts into the property, 
precisely in the center. Instead of proposing to push the residence away from the river and toward Hudson 
River Lane, the Reymond's have chosen to separate the structure (but connect it with the pervious deck) and 
locate them in the existing north and south side yard setbacks, and in conforming front yard location. 
Regardless of where the structure was located, variances would have been required. If not within the side 
yards, then a front yard variance would have been required.

There are additional reasons why the proposed house remains non-conforming:

a. Designing a house in the middle of the area would be a challenge and likely not to be approvable 
from the likes of N YS DEC and the Town Conservation Board as the water is significantly closer to 
the upland are in the center of the lots.

b. Given the site constraints for a conforming structure, the design program would drive the structure to 
be two, if not three stories high. The Reymond's average 60 years old between them and they do 
not wish to climb any more stairs than necessary.

c. Please note the view, central of the properties as it appears in the rendering. Creating two structures 
which part at the boat ramp attempt to preserve the view while creating a lesser impact with a deck 
than a house foundation at this location.

The benefit sought by the Appellants is to be able to enjoy their retirement in their home in Philipstown. 
potentially functioning as their full-time residence. In 2006, the year the Appellants met, they also 
discovered Hudson River Lane and pursued a property. The location is a significant part of their past, 
present, and their future. Regarding future floods, they can either run the gauntlet with the existing 

homes [as they are not valuable enough to merit renovating and raising] or build new, raise their new 
home and avoid catastrophic loss. By doing so they reduce the risk of flooding, collateral damage and 
the possible need for public resources. While it might be possible to sell their home and find or build 
another, they will be very hard pressed to find another location such as Hudson River Lane and they 
would lose the enjoyment of the property that they have wanted since they met in 2006.
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3. Whether the requested area variance is substantial.

Based on a comparative analysis of what exists versus what is proposed, the variances should not be 
considered substantial because the project maintains the existing setbacks. Mathematically, the front yard 
variances for the garages and the north side yard variance could be considered substantial, however, the 
impacts are offset by the following benefits, which are restated from Item 1 above:

a. the two existing non-conforming lots and the two existing single-family residences will be merged 
into a single lot with a single residential use.

b. the merger of lots and use will achieve the goal of merger set forth in the Zoning Code and, if 
approved, the proposed construction will decrease the intensity of the use of the sites from two 
residential uses to one, decrease the livable space by 852.75 sq. ft., decrease the height of one of the 
existing structures from a two-story to a one-story structure, and decrease the bedroom count from 
the existing four bedrooms to two bedrooms.

c. the existing two septic systems will be repaired and merged to create a single more-conforming 
system that is adequate in scope and size to the two-bedroom proposal.

4, Whether the proposed variance will have an adverse effect or impact on the physical or 
environmental conditions in the neighborhood or district.

The proposed variances will not have an adverse effect or impact on the physical or environmental 
conditions in the neighborhood or district. The rationale is restated in Item 1 and 3 above. Additionally, 
the immediate neighbors benefit greatly. Number 32, owned by the Matero's will afford more light, have a 
better view to the north and to the east over the mountains and mostly they will gain privacy. Our homes 
stand less than 20 feet apart. The current structure is two stories with large second floor windows and two 
balconies which look directly down onto their deck and their river yard. The new home will be one story 
with none of these intrusive elements.

5. Whether the alleged difficulty was self-created, which consideration shall be relevant to the 
decision of the board of appeals but shall not necessarily preclude the granting of the area variance.

All variance requests could be considered self-created to an extent, however, a comparative analysis of what 
exists versus what is proposed reveals that the proposed project has a greater beneficial impact than a 
detrimental impact. We ask the Board to note that the site constraints are the significant driving factor in the 
design and location of the structures and based thereon any hardship that is considered self-created is 
entirely offset by the benefits to be created.
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CONCLUSION
We see no potential damage to the interests of the Town or community if the variances are granted. New 
construction vs older homes in need of repair are a visual plus for all neighbors [and boaters] and new 
construction is good for all property values. Adjacent neighbors, particularly number 32, will afford better 
views and more privacy as the current design has large second story windows which gaze down upon them. The 
new scheme eliminates a second story. On the other hand, denying them will deny the Reymond’s the 
opportunity to continue to reside in their home and enjoy their retirement in Philipstown.

For the reasons stated above, we respectfully request, on behalf of my clients, Kevin and Dana Reymond that 
the variance appealed for be granted.

Respectfully submitted,
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THE HILPERT LAW OFFICES
75 South Riverside Avenue 

CROTON-ON-HUDSON, NY 10520 
TEL: 914 271-2100 
FAX: 914 271-2141

April 8, 2013

Cold Spring office 
66 Main Street 
COLD SPRING, NY 10516 
TEL: 645 265-4940 
FAX: 845 265-4951

VIA EMAIL: danasottilereymond®£mail.com
Kevin and Dana Reymond

Re: Lucky Enough purchase from Borger Trust

Dear Kevin and Dana:

Enclosed please find as follows:

1. Proposed Closing Statement adjustments
2. Our proposed bill
3. Proposed title bill (approximate +/- $150.00)

As you can see, the total we need to expend is:

$278,063.39 (to Tomann o/b/o Borger)
$5,166.29 (to The Hilpert Law Offices)
$33 08.65 (title charges 0 this amount will change at closing)

Total: $286,338.33

You wired us $284,500.00 which leaves us $1,838.33 short. This was caused by the oil 
in the tank and that Borger had prepaid the state, county and town tax and I hadn’t figured that 
in. To be safe, please wire $2,000.00 more and I will refund anything we don't need after 
closing.

V

RJHUls
Enclosures

R

yours.

LPERT

danasottilereymond%25c2%25ae%25c2%25a3mail.com


TitCe Support Services
140 £ittner Road'- RensseUiervifte., 77\j 12147 - (518) 797-3169/797-3683 fax: (518) 797-3210 ematf: Sficcme^titUsuppiort.rxet

MUNICIPAL INFORMATION SEARCH_______________________

Title Number: TTS30125

Tax Designation:

New: Section: 89.7 Sheet; Block: 1 Lot: 8

Old:

Street Address: 28 Hudson River Lane

County of: Putnam Town: Philipstown

No fire violations found.

No building violations found.

Copy of predate letter herewith for a single family dwelling.

Hudson River Lane is a private street.

Nothing further found.

3/29/13

ccl75

Any searches or returns reported herein are furnished FOR INFORMATION ONLY. They wil 
not be insured and the company assumes no liability for the accuracy thereof. They will not 
be CONTINUED to the date of closing.

\
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TitCe Support Services
140 £ittner Road -- Ny 12147 ~ (518} 797-3169/797-3683 fax: (518) 797-3210 emai£ $ficone@tttfesuffort.net

TAX SEARCH FOR COUNTY OF PUTNAM
Title Number: LTS30 5 25 Date: 3/19/13 

Nothing Further Found

Assessed Valuation Tax Map Designation:

Land: $ 54.700 Section: 89.7

Total: $ i 48,100 Block: 1

Lot: 8

Exemption Typ< NONE Exemption Value: Applies to:

Property Size: 1 ,S2Ac Property Class: 210

Assessed To Linda Borger

Street Address: 28 Hudson River Lane

Schoo! District Garrison U F SD Town: Philipstown

Account #:

x 2013 State,County. 1 own/’
Vi
t ■

City $ 1,950.84 paid-1/15 Year: 1/1-12/31

Lien: 1/1

Due: 1/1

2012/2013 School Tax S 2,815.23 paid-9/20 Year:

Lien:

Due:

7/1-6/30

9/1

9/15,3/15

Water/Sewei Account. Private '—■

Closers note: if premises are being improved from vacant land or by addition, the following year’s taxes will increase.

NOTHING FURTHER FOUND

Our policy does not insure such nrncs which have not become a lien up to the date of closing, or installments due after such 

date. Neither our tax search nor out policy cover any part of streets on which the premises to be insured abut.

If the above mentioned lax lolls) cover more or less than that of the premises under examination, this fact will be noted herein.

k ,v

Page 1 of 1
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Dennis J Sam. County Clerk

Putnam County Office Budding
0 Gleneida Avenue, Room 100 
:s met. New Vork 10512

ACS-00000000D3D9076-000000000656760-004

Eador a ement Page
Document # 1500730

Document Type DEED 

Document Page Count

Drawer # 01
~ Book 1919

tQ) Receipt # 6998
Page 387

Recorded Date 

Recorded Time

04/16/2013 

12 42 57 PM

PRESENTER:

THOROUGHBRED TITLE SERVICES 

BOO WESTCHESTER AVENUE 

SUITE S434

RYE BROOK,NY 10S73

RETURN TO:

THOROUGHBRED TITLE-TTS-30125 

800 WESTCHESTER AVENUE 

SUITE S434

RYE BROOK,NY 10573

PARTIES

3RANTOR
LINDA A BORGER LIVING TRUST DATED 12/18/01

GRANTEE

LUCKY ENOUGH, INC

FES DETAILS RESERVED FOR CERTIFICATION

Consideration $305,000 00

1500730

DEED 4 40 00

TP-584 1 5 00

CULTURAL EDUCATION 15 00
RECORD MANAGEMENT 5 00
3P-5217 RESID/AGRIC 125 00

TRANSFER TAX 1,220 00

PROCESSING FEE 1 1 00

TIT FOR THIS DOCUMENT 

/ # 000001315

1,411 00

THIS DOCUMENT WAS EXAMINED PURSUANT TO S315 

REAL PROPERTY LAW

EXEMPTIONS

RESERVED FOR CLERKS NOTES

-------------------------------------

DENNIS J. SANT 
PUTNAM COUNTY CLERK
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T 691 Standard N Y B TV Form 8002, Bargain & Sale deed
with covenant against grantor s acts -Ind or Corp single sheet

CONSULT YOUR LAWYER BEFORE SIGNING THIS INSTRUMENT - THIS INSTRUMENT SHOULD BE USED BY LAWYERS ONLY

© THIS INDENTURE, made the

BETWEEN

LINDA A. BORGER, Trustee of the Linda A. Borger Living Trust Dated 12/18/01, residing at 
13424 Glena Drive, Saint Joseph, Missouri 64505, 

party of the first part,

LUCKY ENOUGH, INC., a New York Corporation, c/o The Hilpert Law Offices, 75 South Riverside 
Avenue, Croton-omHudson, New York 10520,

party of the second part,

WITNESSETH, that the party of the first part in consideration of Ten Dollars and other valuable 
consideration paid by the parties of the second part, does hereby grant and release unto the parties of the 
second part, their heirs or successors and assigns of the parties of the second part forever,

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, with the buildings and improvements thereon erected, 
situate, lying and being in the TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN, Putnam County, and State of New York, 
which is more particularly bounded and described on Schedule “A** which is attached hereto and made a
part hereof

BEING the same premises conveyed by Linda A Borger to Linda A Borger, Trustee of the Linda A 
Borger Living Trust dated 12/18/01 by deed dated March 6, 2002, and recorded on August 29, 2002, in 
the Putnam County Clerk’s Office in Liber 1598 of Deeds at Page 236

TOGETHER with all right, title and interest, if any, of the party of the first part in and to any streets and 
roads abutting the above described premises to the center lines thereof, TOGETHER with the 
appurtenances and all the estate and rights of the party of the first part in and to said premises, TO 
HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises herein granted unto the party of the second part, the heirs or 
successors and assigns of the party of the second part forever

AND the party of the first part covenants that the party of the first part has not done or suffered anything 
whereby the said premises have been encumbered in any way whatever, except as aforesaid 
AND the party of the first part, in compliance with Section 13 of the Lien Law, covenants that the party 
of the first part will receive the consideration for this conveyance and will hold the right to receive such 
consideration as a trust fund to be applied first for the purpose of paying the cost of the improvement 
and will apply the same first to the payment of the cost of the improvement before using any part of the 
total of the same for any other purpose The word “party” shall be construed as if it read “parties” 
whenever the sense of this indenture so requires
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THOROUGHBRED TITLE SERVICES, LLC
as Agent for

EnTitle Insurance Company 

SCHEDULE A (Legal Description)

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lymg and being in the Town of Philipstown, County 
of Putnam, State of New York and bounded and described as follows
BEGINNING at a point on the westerly side of New York Central Railr oad Company's track distant 775 
feet south of the northeasterly boundaries of the seller's land, which is marked by a cement monument and 
which monument is at a point 44 feet south of the station of said railroad company at Manitou as 
originally located,
RUNNING THENCE parallel with said railroad tract, South 40 degrees 49 minutes West, 50 feet, 
THENCE on a line at right angles to said railroad track, North 49 degrees 11 minutes West, 317 feet to 
established bulkhead line of the Hudson River,
THENCE along said established bulkhead line of the Hudson River, North 40 degrees 49 minutes East 50 
feet,
THENCE to a line at right angles to said railroad company's track, South 49 degrees 10 minutes East, 317 
feet to the point or place of BEGINNING
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the first part has duly executed this deed the day and year first 
above written

IN PRESENCE OF
Linda A. Borger , Trustee of the Linda A. 
Borger Living Trust dated December 18,2001

STATE OF MISSOURI )
COUNTY OF 6 ) ss:

On the 4 day of A-'pn I in the year 2013 before me, the undersigned, personally 

appeared LINDA A. BORGER, personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the individual^ whose namefs) is (are) subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he/sheAhey executed the same m te/herAhw capacityfm), that by 
hts/her/their signature(s) on the instrument, the individual^, or the person upon behalf of which the 
individual^ acted, executed the instrument, anchthat such individual^) made such appearance before
the undersigned in the 5b * y Phxtn L unry______
(Insert the city or other political subdivision and the state or country or other place the acknowledgment
was taken)

COjuaa-—-

Cs ...........*

Bargain & Sale Deed 
With Covenant Against Grantor’s Acts 
Title No TTS-30125______________________
LINDA A BORGER, Trustee of the Linda
A Borger Living Trust dated 12/18/0L

TO

LUCKY ENOUGH, INC

Signature and office of individual 
taking acknowledgment

SECTION
BLOCK Tax Map No 89 7-1 -8 
COUNTY OR TOWN

TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN 
COUNTY OF PUTNAM

RETURN BY MAIL TO:

Thoroughbred Title Services, LLC 
800 Westchester Ave, SuiteS434 
Rye Brook, NY 10573 
Phone 914-644-6100
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THE HILPERT LAW OFFICES 
75 South riverside avenue 

croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 

Tel: 914 271-2100 
FAX: 914 271-2141

COLD SPRING OFFICE
ea main STRsrr
COLO 9P"IN<», NY 10310

X

mond

November 28, 2012 TEL: 949 209-4049 
Fax: 049 209-4991

30 Hudson River Lane^> 
"eamsouNT 10554'

Re: Reymond purchase from Jache
Premises: 30 Hudson River I>ane, Garrison, NY

Dear Kevin and Dana:

Enclosed please find your original recorded deed for the above referenced 
property . Please keep this in a safe place for future reference.

LPH\ls
Enclosure



Dsnros J Sant, County Clerk

Putnam Coumy DC ea 3uikfing 
<. M) Gtonaida Annua, Room 1CP

'Oarrrwl. ht«w York 1OS12
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Document # 1501549 Drawer # 02 Recorded Date: 09/18/2012
Document
Document

Type:DEED 
Page Count: 4

Book 1905 
Receipt # 15552

Page 99 Recorded Time: 12:44:40 PM

PRESENTER:

THOROUGHBRED TITLE SERVICES 

BOO WESTCHESTER AVENUE 

SUITE S434
■tYE BROOK,NY 10573 

RETURN TO:
THOROUGHBRED TITLE SERVICES, LLC, 

800 WESTCHESTER AVENUE 
SUITE S434

RYE BROOK,NY 10573
PARTIES

3RANTOR

PHILIP W. JACHE
GRANTEE
DK PP II, INC.

FEE DETAILS

Consideration:

1501549
DEED 4
TP-584 1
CULTURAL EDUCATION 
RECORD MANAGEMENT 
E & A - RESID/AGRIC 
TRANSFER TAX
PROCESSING FEE 1

AMOUNT FOR THIS DOCUMENT: 
RETT # 000000246

RESERVED FOR CERTIFICATION

$675,000.00

40.00 
5.00

15.00

5.00
125.00

2,700.00
1.00

2,891.00

THIS DOCUMENT WAS EXAMINED PURSUANT TO S315 
REAL PROPERTY LAW

EXEMPTIONS

RESERVED FOR CLERKS NOTES

DENNIS J. SANT 
PUTNAM COUNTY CLERK



— Bargain tad Sak Deed, widi Covenant igaiist Grantee's Acts — Individual or Corporation (Single Sheet)

CONSULT YOUR LAWYER BEFORE SIGNING THIS INSTRUMENT—THIS INSTRUMENT SHOULD BE USED BY LAWYERS ONLY.

THIS INDENTURE, made the 7* day of September, in the year 2012 

BETWEEN

PHILIP W. JACHE and KAREN L. JACHE,

55 Jaycox Road
Cold Spring, New York 10516

party of the first part, and

^0 //ue)p>'V y2»-et La^

party of the second part,

WITNESSETH, that the party of the first part, in consideration of

Ten and .............................................. and 00/100 dollars

paid by the party of the second part, does hereby grant and release unto the party of the second part, the heirs or successors 

and assigns of the party of the second part forever,

A, 1,1, that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, with the buildings and improvements thereon erected, situate, lying and being 

uitbe

Town of Philipstown, County of Putnam, State of New York.

SEE ANNEXED SCHEDULE A

BEING AND INTENDED TO BE THE SAME PREMISES CONVEYED TO THE PARTY OF THE FIRST 
PART BY DEED DATED 4/7/03, recorded 4/21/03 in the Putnam County Clerk's Office in Liber 1619, Page 425.

TOGETHER with all right, title and interest, if any, of the party of the first part in and to any streets and roads 
abutting the above described premises to the center lines thereof; TOGETHER with the appurtenances and all the estate and 
rights of the party of the first part in and to said premises; TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises herein granted unto the 
party of the second part, the heirs or successors and assigns of the party of the second part forever.

AND the party of the first part covenants that the party of the first part has no): done or suffered anything whereby the said 
premises have been encumbered in any way whatever, except as aforesaid.
AND the party of the first part, in compliance with Section 13 of the Lien Law, covenants that the party of the first part will 
receive the consideration for this conveyance and wilt hold the right to receive such consideration as a trust fund to be applied 
first for the purpose of paying the cost of the improvement and will apply the same first to the payment of the cost of the 
improvement before using any part of the total of the same for any other purpose. The word “party” shall be construed as if it 
read “parties” whenever the sense of this indenture so requires.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the first part has duly executed this deed the day and year first above written.

IN PRESENCE OF: f/JCMlWVJL. W-JQ IuLUaXJ

‘TfOsUK
PHILIP W. JACHE



THOROUGHBRED TITLE SERVICES, LLC

Title No. TTS12-23766-P

SCHEDULE A

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, situate, lying and being in the Town of 
Philipstown, County of Putnam and State of New York, hounded and described as 
follows:

BEGINNING at a point on the westerly side of Consolidated Rail Corporation’s track 
distant 825 feet south of the northeasterly boundary of lands formerly of Salisbury 
Plains, Inc., which is marked by a cement monument and which is at a point 44.00 feet 
south of the station of said company at Manitou as originally located;

RUNNING THENCE parallel with said railroad track, South 40 degrees 49’ West 
50.00 feet;

THENCE on a line at right angles to said railroad track, North 49 degrees 11’ West 
317.00 feet to the established bulkhead line of the Hudson River;

THENCE along said established bulkhead .line North 40 degrees 49’ 10" East 50.00 
feet;

THENCE on a line at right angles to said railroad company’s track, South 49 degrees 
11* East 317.00 feet to the point or place of BEGINNING,,

The policy to be issued under this report will Insure the title to such buildings and 
FOR Improvements erected on the premises which by law constitute real property.

ONVEYANCING x
ONLY TOGETHER with all the right, title and interest of the party of the first part, of, in and to

the land lying In the street In front of and adjoining said premises.



Titk Support Services
140 £ittner 'Road- Renssefaervifle, MJ 12247 * (51&) 797-3169/797-3683 fax: (528) 797-3210 email: gsdcone@^ih^)port.rt£t

MUNICIPAL INFORMATION SEARCH 

Title Number. 23766 

Tax Designation:

New: Section: 89.7 Sheet: Block: 1 Lot: 7
Old:

Street Address: 30 Hudson River Lane

County of: Putnam Town: Philipstown

No fire violations found.

No building violations found.

Copy of C. of O. herewith for:

- Single family dwelling

- Garage

- Chimney

- Addition-2nd story

- Alteration

Hudson River Lane is a private street. 

Nothing further found.

8/27/12
ccI7S

Any searches or returns reported herein are furnished FOR INFORMATION ONLY. They wil' 
not be insured and the company assumes no liability for the accuracy thereof. They will not 
be CONTINUED to the date of closing.

Page 1 of 1

>



BUILDING DEPARTMENT

iaret Cronin

WN OF PHILIPSTOWN 
Hall, Cold Spbwc, N. Y. 10516 

Tel. 265-3329 No. ’#'1

cate of Ocenpaney
TING NON-CONFORMING USE

Date . AP.r*’ AS............... 19.??

located at owned by
Manitou Rd., Garrison, N.Y. , kfacriedoot

...........and described as $ iog*e. fami 1 y. residence...

S.l ng.l e fam ? 1Y. ?<??! dence.............................................................

e date of the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Philips- 
continue unchanged to the date hereof and are an 

under and subject to the provisions df said Ordinance,
TM# 60*1 -ii

that said premises are in a . .R7??.........District and

e fam. res. .C3 Lot area is . 15$5Q. sq. ft. Width of lot

CK Total percentage of lot covered is ..?-.?? 
LH9.25ft.

t 63?pft.; Side R-5-41l^rRga^. .

> OARAGEjf-fc&.TSftv Rr5.02ft..........Re*rr2..£W.t............

4ft.

from .. Jean. E.‘. Lent.................................... , by deed

and recorded in the Putnam County Clerk's of-

.. 73?Page

icate of Oocupancy is issued under the seal of the Town 

of.........15.. ,19 .83
x

iuly authorized 
of Philipstown. By

TOWN OF PHRJPSTOWN;4feW YORK
' , //j~ '

fl/r ■ ' .......... Ijupccto>r



CERTIFICAXB OF occupancy >
Certificate of Occupancy No..^cation J K? 722

l^aUon of• PixmiHej,
Wm £ c^.C$U..£*f?^J o{....^..±f^. f'r^:--------------------------- •••----------- - haying

heretofore filed an appfication for a building peimit pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, Sanitary 
Code Building Code and the Laws in effect in the Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New 
York having paid the required fee therefor and the undersigned having by personal inspection 
ascertained that the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or improvement of 
the proposed structure in compliance with the requirements of the laws as aforementioned and 
that the said work and -materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that 
the premises have now been fully completed and are ready for occu^/ncy pursuant to the provi
sions of law, Now, therefore, th ^certificate of occupancy is hereby issued under the seal of the 

Town of Philipstown this...... /.d?.5...day of..... ................................................... .

Not valid unless signed In Init by a duly authorized agent TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN, NEW YORK p

of the °f P1'mp5tcWn* By

t- /

building permit
Application

.....
N? .. 722

.A

....................
to the Zoninar «Laws in effect in the Tow

«»».............

By



,-Q£ v ' ** £&& ■£& 'Z-6't

■5?

’(Date) f___

Located At:--------

Covering:
,/^ z2J^u>/ jZ^s^C 'Z - / /'&4&r

of. 4X.^-C <2X ft-,<

having heretofore filed an application for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Law. Sanitary Code, Building Code and the Laws in effect in the 
Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee therefore and the undersigned having by inspection ascertained that 
the applicant has subsequently proceeded with the erection or improvement of the f>roposed structure in compliance with the requirements of the 
laws as aforementioned and that the said work and materials met every requirement of the laws as aforementioned and that the premises have now 
been fully completed and are ready for occupancy pursuant to the provisions of law, Now, therefore, this Certificate of Occupancy is hereby issued

under the seal of the Town of Philipstown this, day of. 19-

,77. TOWN OF PHILIPSTOWN, NEW YORK

4- Not valid aokss signed in ink by a doty authorized agent 
and under the seal of the Town of Philipstown.

BY:
Building Inspector

BUILDING PERMIT
Philipstown Tax Map 

Location of

Block

dle^r-Lio^
<3 , >‘cv. ?/ j 7^c \ A . o } ~r'

Type of Construction: " Qwy ?r*3 r&

ZTo n Q t o rS>' /J'____________________of.

------<_Lot------7_------- z.j

cS> >4? *3 ' ( . /f.

6438
e

z

7^

7 /. &

7
G ~> A £/<5-~

heretofore filed an application for a building permit pursuant to the Zoning Law, Sanitary Code, Building Code and the Laws in effect 

in the Town of Philipstown, Putnam County, New York, having paid the required fee in the sum of $_______________(septic)
&9Q(well) $_ — (structure) it appearing from the said application that the proposed improvement 

intended and will comply with the requirements of the law as aforementioned, a building permit is hereby granted this —/ 
day of J.jLu/* k.^719.9[ L, being valid for a period of oner yean and renewable upon payment of established fee schedule.

vu vutr/caitauu jciicwauxc upvn payiut-ui vj wuu

INSPECTIONS REQUIRED: Call 265-9668, 2 days

1. Soil conditions: (Footings, forms and reinforcement.)

2. Foundations: masonry, concrete (Transit-mix slips required)

3. Framing: insulation; (prior to drywall or closing)

4. Mechanicals: (rough plumbing, piping, ducts)

5. Final Driveway Inspection.

6. Fi nal Inspection, including safety features.

NOTE: All construction shall comply with the NY State Building Code whether or not shown on approved building plans. Thi: 
structure, or any portion thereof, for which this permit is issued, shall NOT BE OCCUPIED until a CERTIFICATE OI 
OCCUPANCY is issued. Permit must be renewed annually until such date of Certificate of Occupancy issuance.



Christine Oneill and Jack Ward 
26 Hudson River Lane 

Garrison, New York 10524

April 9th, 2018

To: Chairman Robert Dee
Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals
Town Hall, 238 Main Street
Cold Spring, NY 10516

RE: Proposed Construction at 28 Hudson River Land and 
30 Hudson River Lane, Garrison, NY

Dear Mr. Robert Dee and Honorable Board Members,

We reside full time at 26 Hudson River Lane and are the next door neighbors, to the north, of Dana and Kevin 
Reymond, the owners of 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane. We are writing on their behalf regarding the Reymond’s 
proposed construction on 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane.

We have known Dana and Kevin since 2012 and have very much enjoyed being their neighbors. They are 
considerate and take the utmost care of their properties. We have reviewed the proposed plans for their new home at 
28 and 30 Hudson River Lane and we believe, (1) the design is unobtrusive to its neighbors and gives full 
consideration to its unique location we enjoy on the river, (2) all of us on the lane will enjoy the significant 
economic and aesthetic benefits that the new home will bring and (3) because the houses will be one story we will 
have improved views and enhanced light.

We are very happy living next door to Dana and Kevin. We couldn’t ask for better neighbors. Our contact 
information is below if you have any questions.

Thank you for your consideration,

Cc: Greg Wunner; Philipstown Department of Buildings



April 9, 2018

Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals
Town Hall
238 Main Street
Cold Spring, NY 10516
Attention Mr. Robert Dee. Chairman

Subject: Reymond Construction on Hudson River Lane

Dear Mr. Dee and Board Members,

I am writing to you on behalf of my neighbors, Dana and Kevin Reymond. They plan on building a new 
home on their property at 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane. While I do not know they Reymond’s well I can 
tell you that they are quiet and respectful people. They have made improvements to their property since 
they moved in several years ago. Their property is always well kept and maintained. I fully support their 
plans for constructing a new home on Hudson River Lane.

Sincerely,

Florence Smith 
24 Hudson River Lane 
Garrison New York, 10524



April 5th, 2018

To;
Mr. Robert Dee
Chairman
Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals
Town Hall
238 Main Street
Cold Spring, NY 10516

From:

Todd and Heather Berland
22 Hudson River Lane, Garrison NY 10524

Subject: New Reymond Residence on Hudson River Lane

Dear Mr. Dee and Board Members,

My family and I are new residents on Hudson River Lane. We moved into number 22 this 
past fall. Upon arrival, the Reymond’s warmly greeted us with a house warming gift, 
shared some helpful neighborly information and offered any assistance we may need. Their 
love and exuberance for their property on the Lane is clear and contagious.

We strongly support their proposed building project for a new home. New development on 
the Lane will bring visual improvement as well support for everyone's real estate value.

Yours truly,

Heather Berland and Todd Berland, MD 
22 Hudson River Lane 
April 9,2018

Contact info:

Todd Berland 404-483-5613; toddberland@gmail.com 
Heather Berland 917-549-1756

-end of memo-

mailto:toddberland%40gmail.com


April 9, 2018

Philipstown Zoning Board of Appeals 
Town Hall 

238 Main Street 
Cold Spring, NY 10516 

Attention Mr. Robert Dee. Chairman

RE: Reymond Construction: 28-30 Hudson River Lane, a letter in support

From: Ms. Karry Choy
12 Hudson River Lane

Dear Mr. Dee and Board Members,

I am writing to you on behalf of my neighbors, Dana and Kevin Reymond. They plan on 
building a new home on their property at 28 and 30 Hudson River Lane. The Lane has 
a smattering of different styles of homes. There is a balance between newer homes and 
very old homes, some in quite a state of dis repair. It will be good to see more new 
development as it spruces up our Lane making it a more desirable place. More new 
homes will also increase our property values. I fully support their plans for constructing 
a new home on Hudson River Lane.

Sincerely,

Karry Choy
12 Hudson River Lane 
Garrison New York, 10524


